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War in Ukraine – slowing but not ending the German recovery. In a
moderate economic scenario (which is our new baseline forecast) we
expect German GDP to grow by between 2 ½% and 3% (old forecast 4%).
Surging energy prices should push the annual inflation rate to around 5 ½%
in 2022. Government spending is expected to be ramped up by 1 ¼ and 1
½ pp, limiting the overall growth loss. In a more severe scenario headline
inflation could rise to between 6 ½% and 7%, as oil and gas deliveries are
at least temporarily halted. Annual GDP growth should be a meagre 1% to
1 ½%.
Consumer prices: Inflation rate to spike to 5 ½% in 2022. In view of
surprisingly high Jan and Feb inflation rates and current events, we have
revised upwards our CPI inflation forecast once again, to 5 ½% (from 4.2%).
Labour market continues to recover. The unemployment rate is heading
straight towards its record low. With job vacancies at a new high,
employment is expected to increase and unemployment to fall to 5% in
2022.
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Refugee wave positive in the long run. In the short term the wave of
refugees should slightly increase public deficits and also the
unemployment rate. But we expect a quick integration into the labour
market.
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Industrial output to rise by (only) 3%: Higher energy prices, potential
shortages in metals supply and lower investment spending are likely to limit
manufacturing output growth to 3% in 2022 (forecast down from 5%).
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Energy policy: The government aims for a faster expansion of renewables,
more LNG and more diversification of gas imports, longer lifetimes for coalfired (nuclear?) power plants to reduce the dependency on Russia.
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Public finances: The new government has extensively reinterpreted the
debt brake to finance ambitious spending plans. Now, the government is
confronted with new spending pressures in the context of the Ukraine war.
Germany's Maastricht deficit could rise to well over 4% of GDP in 2022.
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German real-estate market: The wave of refugees, low interest rates and
flight to safety provide short-term support. However, the cycle should soon
end.
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Key Economic Forecasts
Figure 1: Economic Forecasts
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Figure 2: Forecasts: German GDP growth by components, % qoq; annual data % yoy
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War in Ukraine – slowing but not ending the German
recovery
n

In a moderate economic scenario (which is our new baseline forecast) we
expect German GDP to grow by between 2 ½% and 3% (old forecast 4%).
Surging energy prices should push the annual inflation rate to around 5 ½%.
Lower real income (1 ½% pp), lower exports (-3 ½ pp) and 2 pp lower
investment spending than expected so far, will be partly offset by higher
government spending (between 1 ¼ and 1 ½ pp), limiting the overall growth
loss.

n

In a more severe scenario headline inflation could rise to between 6 ½% and
7%, as oil and gas deliveries are at least temporarily halted. Consumption,
corporate investment and exports would likely suffer larger losses. Despite
an even more substantial increase in government expenditures, annual
GDP growth should be a meagre 1% to 1 ½%, which actually implies
stagnation, given a more than 1% growth overhang at the end of 2021.

The war in Ukraine has – similar to the COVID-19 crisis – once again turned
economic forecasting into an extremely crude scenario exercise, where forecasts
are largely driven by assumptions about variables, which are clearly outside the
realm of economic analysis, and where even specialists are forced to frequently
revise their assessments, given the new information they are analysing day-by-day.
This time the key “known unknows” are, of course, the development of the war and
the path of energy and commodity prices. The two are strongly correlated. The large
price volatility in recent days seems to be more driven by market speculation based
on the news flow related to the war, rather than changes in actual demand and
supply, with the complete breakdown of Russian gas and oil deliveries being a
distinct possibility.
Furthermore, similar to the coronavirus lockdowns, the clear and still-evolving
policy responses (sanctions, asset freezes and the blockage of international traffic)
are unprecedented, with their effects and potential (unintended) side effects
impossible to quantify. Because of the completely changed security and defence
policy backdrop, we titled this issue of Focus Germany “New Realities 2.0”,
referring to our annual Outlook 2022 from December, where we discussed the
policy changes brought about by the new German coalition government under the
header “New realities”.

Growth impact based on key transmission channels
As the situation is in complete flux, we try to highlight the key transmission
channels and provide some rough estimates for the GDP impact that might be
expected. This exercise tries to gauge possible ranges for GDP growth by looking
at the components most affected, hence second-order effects such as multiplier
effects etc. are not discussed. It is run as an assessment of the changes compared
to our previous 4% GDP forecast (see Focus Germany: Outlook 2022, Dec 15, 2021).
In a “modest” GDP impact scenario which, so far, seems to be materialising, we
assume an average oil price of USD 110/bbl and a natural gas price of EUR 115 per
MWh. In a more extreme scenario, which might well include a temporary stoppage
of Russian gas and oil deliveries, we assume annual average prices of USD 140/bbl
for oil and EUR 150 per MWh for natural gas.
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1. Real income losses for private households
Already in 2021 higher energy prices added 1.1 percentage points to the 3.1%
increase of the annual inflation rate. At the time of writing natural gas prices (Apr.
Future Contract, Dutch ICE exchange) stands at about 180 EUR per MWh, more
than ten times the price from a year ago. Our assumption of EUR 110 as a 2022
average, hence implies some moderation during the year. Brent crude at around
USD 110 /bbl., has almost doubled in yoy terms. In this scenario, aka our new
baseline forecast, German headline inflation could average around 5 ½% in 2022,
implying a loss in households’ purchasing power of almost 1 ½% compared to our
earlier inflation forecast of 4.2%. In 2023 the inflation rate should drop to around 3
½%. It might be prudent to assume that households – despite their consumptionsmoothing propensity – may be more cautious in reducing their excess savings
accumulated during the coronavirus pandemic, which might shave off another ½
percentage point from real consumption growth expected so far.

2. Uncertainty weighing on investment spending
With a gradual normalisation of sourcing issues and forecasted strong global and
domestic demand, investment spending was expected to accelerate substantially
in 2022. Now, we have to expect that corporates might postpone projects, where
they have sufficient flexibility; some might even be scrapped altogether. Judging
from the February ifo readings and the PMI surveys, corporate sentiment had
improved strongly since the start of the year. But given that the February surveys
were conducted before the war started, a substantial setback has to be expected for
March (unless the conflict de-escalates over the coming weeks). The blow to
'animal spirits' might result in about 2 percentage points less capex spending than
otherwise.

3. Exports – lower, but not only to Russia
Given the sanctions and the withdrawal of international companies from Russia,
German exports to Russia will probably fall by about 75%. However, exports to
Russia have already come down to barely 2% (of total German exports) after the
Russian annexation of Crimea, limiting the loss of total German exports to around
1 ¾%. German exports to other economies in the CEE region – receiving about 18%
of total German exports – will suffer, too, given the region’s integration into the
value-creation networks of Germany companies. These countries have already
suffered from strong energy price inflation; now inflation problems will become
even worse. Credit risks are increasing, and central banks will likely have to hike
rates further to support their weakening currencies. Weaker growth and weaker
currencies will lower German exports in this region, which could reduce overall
export growth by about 1%. While the economic impact of the war on the US and
Asian economies seems likely to be limited, growth in other Eurozone countries is
expected to be about 1 percentage point lower than expected so far. Assuming
demand elasticity above 1, German exports to EMU (about 35% of the total) could
be about 1 1/2% lower, shaving a further 0.5pp from total export growth. The total
export loss could therefore amount to around 3 ½ percentage points. The GDP
impact will probably be marginally lower due to slightly lower imports, given the
high import content of German exports.

4. Further impediments for still-strained global delivery chains
The PMI numbers of major economic regions haven been signaling a modest easing
of global supply problems. A recovery in global trade towards the end of last year
and the beginning of a modest decline in Shanghai container rates in February
supported this view. By contrast, supply problems worsened again in February
according to the February ifo survey. The coronavirus pandemic taught us that even
Page 4
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minor parts can stop the production of major products, if not available. The war in
Ukraine has already caused several German car producers to slow output, given
missing car wire harnesses from Ukrainian suppliers. Global logistics are also
affected. The blockage of Russian airspace for European airlines lengthens the
routes to Japan, Korea and other Southeast Asian economies. Cargo planes are
forced to reduce their freight load by about 1/5. A major part of German truck traffic
is processed by Eastern European trucking companies, employing a considerable
number of Ukrainian truck drivers, who are no longer allowed to leave their country.
Logistics organisations are concerned that the already biting lack of drivers might
reach a level that could break supply chains. As a result of these problems, we have
cut our forecast for this year’s industrial output to 3% (from 5%), notwithstanding
record order book levels. A potential stop to Russian oil and gas deliveries still
seems unlikely given the mutual interest in the status quo. Although EcoMin
Habeck has reassured us that even in such a case, supply could be maintained
through alternative suppliers – some rationing impacting Germany’s industrial
sector, which accounts for about 25% of Germany’s gas consumption, has to be
expected.

5. More government spending
The government has already launched a fiscal package to cushion the impact of
higher energy prices for private households. The abolition of the EEG surcharge (by
midyear), higher employee lump sums, and tax allowance, further coronavirus
support measures and an extension of more generous regulations for working short
shifts add up to EUR 15bn (a good 0.4% of GDP). Realistically a similar amount can
be expected in 2022 to come from enhanced military spending financed by the EUR
100bn multiyear special “Bundeswehr” fund. The government also wants to further
accelerate the transition towards CO2 neutrality. However, since the bottlenecks
are caused by the planning process and the lack of qualified workers, spending is
unlikely to increase strongly – at least not in the short run. If energy prices stay at
current levels for a longer time, another relief package for low-income groups is
likely. Furthermore, government spending might rise by about EUR 10bn given
expenditures for Ukrainian refugees.

Forecast 2022 GDP growth revised to 2 ½ to 3% (from 4%)
The indicated quantitative effects on the various demand components are of course
nothing more than rough assessments. Assuming 2 pp lower private consumption,
3 ½ pp lower export growth and probabl y 2 pp lower investment spending
(machinery & equipment) shoul d reduce 2022 GDP growth by around 2 ½
percentage points. This drag will be partly offset by the announced and expected
additional fiscal spending (affecting private and government consumption as well
as public investment) which might account for 1 ¼% to 1 ½% of GDP. Based on this
simplistic back-of-the-envelope calculation, German GDP growth could still reach
between 2 ½% and 3% in 2022. After a technical recession in the winter half (Q4 21/
Q1 22) the rebound in Q2 will be more muted than expected so far.
The actual and potential problems discussed under 4.) and more importantly the
extreme uncertainty regarding further developments related to the war in Ukraine
clearly imply that the risks are skewed to the downside.

More extreme scenario: Stagnation and 6 ½% to 7% inflation in 2022
These are captured in our second, more extreme scenario, where an at least
temporary stoppage of Russian oil and gas deliveries to Germany results in even
higher energy prices, pushing the German inflation rate into the 6 ½% to 7% range,
implying an almost 3% loss in household purchasing power (compared to our old
Deutsche Bank AG
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CPI forecast of 4.2%). Of course, other demand components will also suffer more.
Some sectors, such as basic chemicals production, might be impaired by gas
rationing. Low-income groups will be hardest hit, posing potential risks to societal
cohesion, likely prompting even larger income support measures from the
government. All in all, 2022 GDP growth could decelerate to somewhere between
1% and 1 ½%. Given a growth overhang of 1.1% at the end of 2021, this is basically
a stagnation scenario. Of course, there is a whole list of potential triggers that could
push this into a real recession scenario.

Longer term: More (relative) welfare losses
In recent months it has become increasingly clear that the ecological transition of
the German economy will negatively affect income gains along the way. There is,
of course, the argument that losses will be recuperated once the transition is
completed. The necessary expenditures following the sea change in German
security policy will certainly exceed the EUR 100 bn of the new special fund, which
according to FinMin Lindner will not be completely financed by new borrowing.
However, we believe the biggest risk for Germany’s longer-term welfare comes
from the possible threat of a renewed global divide between East and West. The
resulting economic disintegration would further unwind the strong welfare gains
generated by the deepening global division of labour of recent decades, from which
Germany in particular has benefited.
Stefan Schneider (+49 69 910-31790, stefan-b.schneider@db.com)
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Consumer prices: Soaring energy prices eat up VAT effect –
inflation rate to spike to 5 ½ % in 2022
n

Widespread hopes that inflation might slow significantly around the turn of
the year have not materialised as soaring energy prices have almost fully
eaten up the price-dampening VAT effect. In February, energy prices
explained nearly half of the yearly inflation rate. In the coming months,
higher energy prices and the continuously strong upward momentum for
non-energy goods, services and food prices are likely to keep the yearly
inflation rate at levels clearly above 5%.

n

At the moment, much points to a continuation of high inflation pressures.
In view of surprisingly high January/February inflation figures and
persistently high supply- and demand-side price pressures (e.g. stemming
from high energy, commodity and producer prices as well as prevailing
supply chain bottlenecks, materials shortages, “excess” savings by
households and the planned increase in the minimum wage), we have
revised upwards our forecast for average annual CPI inflation once again,
to 5 ½ % (from 4.2%).

n

Overall, further oil and gas price developments – which are highly uncertain
and volatile – will largely determine the consumer price inflation path in
2022/2023. On the one hand, should gas and oil prices skyrocket further
(e.g. because of global energy supply-side frictions), German inflation
(taking into account direct and indirect effects) may even surge towards
levels of up to 7% (major oil and gas price shock) on average in 2022.
However, further (incalculable) tail risks to the inflation rate stem from the
possibility of a complete and long-lasting suspension of Russia’s energy
exports to the West.

n

On the other hand, should energy prices unexpectedly fall again (e.g. driven
by successful de-escalation steps between Russia and Ukraine), the annual
average inflation could still stay below the 5% mark in 2022. Also, the
government could implement additional measures to ease energy price
pressures at the household level (such as a reduction of the value-added tax
on energy products or a decrease in the electricity tax), which might help
contain the expected rise in inflation.

Figure 3: German CPI inflation surged to the highest level in decades
% yoy
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Source : WEFA, Deutsche Bundesbank, Deutsche Bank Research
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Inflation: Sharply higher household energy bills ...
In 2021, annual average consumer price inflation in Germany jumped to 3.1%
according to the national CPI, or 3.2% according to the harmonised consumer price
index (HICP), up from 0.5% and 0.4%, respectively, in 2020. It returned to a level last
seen during the unification boom at the beginning of the 1990s or in the early 1980s
(see Figure 3).
Widespread hopes that inflation might slow significantly around the turn of the year
have not materialised. The VAT effect alone, which still contributed more than 1 pp
to year-on-year inflation in December 2021, should have helped to reduce headline
inflation considerably in January 2022. While headline inflation did slow in January
2022 (see also Federal Statistical Office), from 5.3% (CPI) or 5.7% (HICP) in
December to “only” 5.1% and 4.9%, respectively, the decline was much smaller
than expected by financial market participants (consensus forecasts: 4.3% for the
CPI and 4.7% for the HICP) (see also Germany Blog: After the January CPI inflation
surge: We now expect 4.2% in 2022, 31 January 2022). In February 2022 the yearly
inflation rate climbed yet again to 5.1% (CPI) and 5.5% (HICP), though it remained
in line with expectations (consensus forecast: 5.1% and 5.4%). As in the previous
month, the continuously strong (monthly) increase in the CPI index (+0.5% after
+1.1% in January; seasonally adjusted) was caused by noticeably higher energy
prices (+3.1% after +7.3%). But food prices also continued to rise considerably
(+0.60% after +0.86%), while the increase in consumer prices excluding energy
and food was less pronounced than in January and the months before (+0.09% after
+0.27% in January and +0.25% on average between February and December
2021).

... eat up price-dampening VAT effect
What were the reasons for the upside surprise in inflation in January and February?
As part of the release of the preliminary February inflation rate, the Statistical Office
only published price dynamics at a highly aggregated level (such for the overall CPI
index or energy and food prices); it has not yet provided more detailed price
information on the various subcomponents in the CPI basket (such as for electricity
or natural gas). These additional pieces of information will be released only on the
11th of March 2022. Still, we know that the persistent rise in energy prices (+22.5%
yoy after +20.5% yoy in January) boosted the yearly inflation rate by roughly 2.3
percentage points and hence remained a major inflation driver in February (see
Figure 4). As a result, the price jumps for household energy and fuel (which make
up c. 10.4% of the CPI basket) have almost completely canceled out the inflationdampening VAT effect. In fact, the month-on-month increases in energy prices (CPI
energy component) by 7.3% in January and 3.1% in February drove inflation up by
about 0.8 and 0.3 of a percentage point (pp) in these two months, respectively.
Based on the January inflation print (for which more detailed data is already
available), the lion’s share of the boost to inflation since the start of the new year
stemmed from the significant price increase for household energy products, such
as electricity, gas or heating oil (January: +9.7%; inflation impact: 0.7 of a pp).
Further rises in fuel prices, for example, for petrol or diesel (January: +3.2%; +0.1
of a pp), contributed as well, but to a much smaller extent.
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Figure 4: Price-dampening VAT effect almost fully eaten up by higher energy
prices
% yoy and contribution rates (in pp)
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Source : Federal Statistical Office, Deutsche Bank Research

Gas and electricity prices were up in January by 12.9% and 9% mom, respectively,
due to major tariff adjustments (a consequence of the significant rise in producer
and market prices for gas and electricity1 (see Figure 5 and 6), and prices for solid
fuels, such as wood pellets (+8.5%), for district heating etc. (+7.4%) and for heating
oil (+5.8%) rose strongly as well in January. Generally, this upward energy price
trend strengthened further in February, though the monthly price momentum
should have eased somewhat.
Figure 5: Gas prices keep soaring
% yoy
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1

In January 2022, producer prices for natural gas (at the distribution level) and for electricity and
electricity supply services were still up considerably in year-on-year terms (+119% and +53.2%,
respectively; in December 2021, the price increase amounted to +121.9% and 57.1%, respectively).
While market prices for gas and power recently declined somewhat compared to December 2021, they
were still up by an impressive 326% and 196.3%, respectively, compared to January 2021.
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Figure 6: Electricity prices have surged
% yoy
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Higher (market) prices for energy products were the main reason for the energy
price rise. However, the increase of the national carbon levy on gas, heating oil and
fuels from EUR 25 to EUR 30 per ton of carbon at the beginning of 2022 played a role
as well (direct impact on inflation in 2022: c. 0.1 of a pp).2 At the same time, the
renewable energy surcharge on electricity was reduced on 1 January 2022 (direct
impact on inflation in 2022:c. 0.2 of a pp),3 so that, on balance, headline inflation
was dampened slightly by c. 0.1 of a pp.

Energy price jump explains almost half of the inflation rate
The household energy price boom and the continued uptrend in fuel prices in
January are the reasons why energy prices have contributed almost half to year-onyear inflation by now (see Figure 4). On a January 2022 vs. January 2021
perspective, price increases were particularly striking for heating oil (incl.
surcharge: +36.9%), fuels (+24.8%), gas (incl. surcharge: + 19.9%) and solid fuels
(+19.3%). Prices for household electricity (+11.1%) and district heating (+14.1%)
also rose by two-digit percentages.
Against the background of the elevated geopolitical risks stemming from the war
in Ukraine and the significant rise in crude oil prices to more than USD 100/barrel
(Brent), fuel and heating oil prices look set to rise further, at least in the short term.
Prices for electricity and gas should continue their uptrend, too, even if price
pressures at the producer level or on the markets abate (a development that seems
improbable right now in view of the considerable geopolitical risks). After all, price
pressures at the producer and supplier levels have not been fully passed on to
consumers yet (see also Germany Blog: Energy price inflation – this time is different,

2

3

National carbon prices are scheduled to rise further and will continue to lift annual inflation by about 0.10.2 of a pp each year in the coming years. Up until 2025, prices will be raised in fixed steps, to EUR 35
per ton of carbon in 2023, EUR 45 in 2024 and EUR 55 in 2025. Later on, a market-based price system
is to be introduced, with the price per ton of carbon due to move in a corridor between EUR 55
(minimum) and EUR 65 (maximum) in 2026. From 2027, prices will be set exclusively by the market.
On 1 January 2022, the renewable energy surcharge was reduced to c. 3.72 cents/kWh (from 6.5 cents/
kWh in 2021). All else being equal, this measure will reduce electricity prices by about 8 ½ % in 2022
compared to 2021.
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24 January 2022). In this environment, it appears plausible to us that electricity and
gas prices could rise by more than 15% (considering that the renewable energy
surcharge will be abolished completely as of 1 July 2022) and above 40%,
respectively, on average in 2022.
Even with the full abolishment of the renewable energy surcharge on electricity by
1 July 2022, the (additional) direct impact on inflation (based on the average CPI
forecast for 2022) will amount to “only” about 0.15 of a pp.4

Core inflation momentum remains high as well
While energy prices are currently an important driver of the significant inflation
momentum, prices for non-energy goods, food and services (excl. rents) have been
rising quite strongly as well for some time now. At 0.24%, seasonally adjusted
month-on-month core inflation has been quite high since February 2021 and hence
roughly twice as high as in the pre-pandemic period.5 Goods prices (excl. energy)
were up by 0.27% on average, services prices by a somewhat lower 0.23%.6 On the
basis of available price data until January 2022, the uptrend was particularly
pronounced in services excl. rents (+0.35%). At the same time, the month-onmonth price increase in rents remained quite moderate, at 0.12%.7 Food prices
were up 0.86% and 0.6% month-on-month in January and February, respectively,
and hence climbed considerably stronger than during the pre-pandemic period.8
Mainly due to the VAT effect, (seasonally adjusted) core inflation slowed to “only”
3.1% and 2.9% year-on-year in January/February (December 2021: 3.7%).
Nevertheless, it remained quite high in a historical comparison (pre-pandemic
average: c. 1.4%). While the VAT effect was quite visible in year-on-year price
increases for non-energy goods (the rate of increase slowed from 4.8% in
December to 3.1%/3.3% in January/February), services price inflation (excl. rents)
remained unchanged in January at a high level, at 4.2% (seasonally adjusted
figures). Still, the decline in the (seasonally adjusted) service price inflation to 2.9%
in February from 3.1% in January – and the contemporaneous increase of rent
inflation to 1.5% from 1.4% – implies a pronounced decrease in non-rental service
price inflation in February (to an estimated 3½ %). Food price inflation, which had
climbed to the highest level in more than eight years in December (6%), slowed to
5% as the VAT effect took hold but climbed again in February to 5.3%.

Upside risks shape the inflation outlook in 2022/23
Considerable geopolitical risks and uncertainties about the pandemic situation
(and the resultant, volatile macroeconomic environment) render the inflation
outlook quite uncertain. In particular, further commodity and energy price shocks
might boost inflation again, either directly by lifting consumer prices for household
energy and fuel and/or indirectly by raising energy and production costs for nonenergy goods, services and/or food. Thus, higher energy and commodity prices
may gradually feed through to higher core and food price inflation.

4

5
6
7
8

Everything else being equal, the abolishment of the renewable energy surcharge as of 1 July 2022 will
reduce current electricity prices for consumers by nearly 10%. Combined with the reduction of the
renewable energy surcharge as of 1 January 2022 (from 6.5 cents/kWh to 3.72 cents/kWh; -42.7%), this
step will be equivalent to an electricity price cut of 14.4% for calendar year 2022, compared to the
average price in 2021. Taken together, the two reductions should dampen annual inflation by about 0.35
of a pp in 2022, with about 0.15 of a pp stemming from the early abolishment of the renewable energy
surcharge. In 2023, average annual inflation should be reduced by another 0.15 of a pp.
The pre-pandemic average for the period between 2015 and 2019 was only 0.12%.
The pre-pandemic averages stood at c. 0.09% and 0.13%, respectively.
The pre-pandemic averages amounted to c. 0.12% and 0.11%, respectively.
The pre-pandemic average was c. 0.17%.
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Pipeline pressure to drive consumer prices up
There is already quite significant price pressure at the producer level (pipeline
inflation). According to the Federal Statistical Office, producer prices were up 25%
year-on-year in January 2022 – the strongest increase since the beginning of the
series in 1949. While much of this increase is due to the jump in energy prices
(+66.7% yoy), the producer price index excl. energy was also up considerably
(+12% yoy). Prices for metals (+36.9%), wood (+33.3%), chemicals (+25.6%) or
rubber and plastics (+12.3%) rose by two-digit percentages (all figures in year-onyear terms). Freight rates are extremely high as well and have multiplied during the
past year. They seem to be becoming an ever more important cost item for
companies. According to the Shanghai Containerized Freight Index (SCFI), freight
rates have jumped by about 450% since February 2020 (see Figure 7). In fact, some
importers are already complaining that transport costs per unit exceed the price for
the goods themselves (see, for example, a newspaper article in FAZ, 22 February
2022).
Figure 7: Shanghai Containerized Freight Index (SCFI) and Baltic Dry Index
Index (monthly avg.)
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Source : Bloomberg Finance LP, Shanghai Shipping Exchange

In view of these significant cost pressures, it is no surprise that many retailers and
wholesalers, manufacturers, services providers and construction companies plan
to increase their sales prices in the near future. According to an ifo survey (data as
of February 2022), about 63.3% of retailers, 62.4% of wholesalers and 57.4% of
manufacturers intend to raise their sales prices in the next three months. While the
figures for the services and construction sectors are a bit lower, 38.6% and 42.9%
(on balance) of the companies in these sectors plan to hike their sales prices in the
near future, too. Across all economic sectors, about 47.1% of the survey
participants (on balance) plan to raise their sales prices in the coming months (see
Figure 8). This is a record level since the beginning of the series in 2005. The EC
Industry Survey and the subcomponents of the IHS Markit PMI paint a similar
picture. According to the EC survey, a still impressive 57.3% of all industrial
companies expect prices to rise in the next three months.9 The PMI price
components also point to persistently high price pressure. Both the input and the

9

Consumer price expectations seem to have risen as well. According to the EC Consumer Survey, 45.4%
of the survey participants (on balance) expect prices to rise in the coming 12 months.
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output price indices remained quite high in February 2022, at 76.5% and 66%,
respectively.
Figure 8: Price expectations (ifo survey)*
Balance, net (%)
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* Balance of opinion (seasonally adjusted) regarding the expected selling prices over the next three months.
Source: ifo, WEFA, Deutsche Bank Research

Higher food prices will probably lead to additional price pressure in the coming
months. This is what recent trends in agricultural producer prices suggest.
According to the Federal Statistical Office, agricultural producer prices rose by
22.1% yoy in December 2021, i.e. at the strongest clip since July 2011. The jump in
cereal prices (+40.6%) was behind the particularly significant price increase for
plant products (+28.8%). Higher cereal prices – which could increase noticeably
further due to the war in Ukraine – might soon feed through to prices for baked
goods. According to press reports (see for example Handelsblatt), the ifo Institute
expects CPI food prices to rise by 7% on average this year and become one of the
main inflation drivers (2021: 3.2%).

Only minor relief in terms of supply bottlenecks and materials shortages
Delivery times for ordered goods remain very long. While they have declined a bit,
significant relief is still not in sight. The PMI sub-indicator improved to 34.1% in
February, up from 27.1% in January. While delivery times have improved slightly,
most survey participants continue to expect delivery problems. Significant relief
along the global supply chains is expected during the remainder of the year, but is
still out of sight for now.10 In the same vein, industrial companies, which suffer from
materials shortages, are still in a difficult situation. According to EC data for the first
quarter of 2022 (the survey was conducted in January), 88.7% of German industrial
companies continue to complain about materials and equipment shortages (Q4
2021: 85.6%). Moreover, German companies seem to be increasingly suffering
from a lack of qualified labour. In January 2022, more than one-third said they
experienced staff shortages (average for the pre-pandemic year 2019: c. 18.9%).
Moreover, according to a survey by the ifo Institute, there are still no robust signs
for a trend reversal with respect to material shortages in the German industry. That

10 Another indicator, the difference between order intake and output in manufacturing, does not point to
a significant improvement in the supply chain bottlenecks for German industrial companies either.
While order intake already exceeded the pre-pandemic level by 9.8% in December 2021, output
remained 6.5% below the pre-pandemic level in the same month.
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said, the share of industrial firms that are reportedly suffering from shortages (i.e.
procurement problems) regarding interim products and commodities increased
again in February 2022 to 74.6% – after it eased to 67.3% in January 2022 (from
81.9% in December 2021).

Demand-side price pressure looks set to increase
As the pandemic development normalises (and most COVID-19-related restrictions
are lifted) and the expected recovery in summer 2022 materialises, demand-side
price pressures are likely to increase. Households have amassed considerable
“excess” savings11 during the pandemic (estimated at around EUR 200 bn, which
is equivalent to more than 11% of total private consumption expenditure in 2021)
and many consumers appear to be willing to pay more. Therefore, crisis-hit services
providers and industrial companies that have to cope with significant cost
pressures may find it easier than in the past to raise their sales prices. Still, additional
“panic” savings due to elevated geopolitical risks could in some ways work in the
opposite direction. Moreover, if inflation remains stubbornly high and the economy
recovers, the trade unions will likely demand higher wage agreements to
counteract real wage losses.12 Until now, there is no price-wage spiral; in 2021,
agreed wages rose by an average 1.5%. In the short term, the planned increase in
the minimum wage to EUR 12/hour announced for 1 October 2022 will lead to
considerably stronger price pressure. All in all, the general minimum wage will rise
by 25% within a year, and, according to the Federal Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs, about 6.2 million employees are set to benefit from this measure. The
federal government estimates that the direct additional costs (from the increase in
the minimum wage) will amount to EUR 5.6 bn for the German economy in 2023
(see draft law as of 23rd of February 2022).
Deutsche Bundesbank has recently calculated the direct effect (higher pay for
minimum wage earners) and the indirect effect (impact on wage groups directly
above) of the minimum wage increase on the HCPI rate of inflation in the framework
of its macroeconomic model (see Monthly Report January 2022). While, according
to the Bundesbank’s calculations, the price impact of the extraordinary increase in
the minimum wage is likely to be negligible in the coming year (+0.06 of a pp), it will
increase over time to an estimated +0.14 of a pp in 2024 already. The Bundesbank
expects it to come to about +0.25 of a pp in four years’ time. However, as the
extraordinary minimum wage increase was announced early, higher wages may
quickly feed through to prices, and companies may, in the current inflationary
environment, pass on more of the (minimum) wage cost pressure than they have
done in the past or than the macroeconomic model suggests. Taken together with
the rapid ageing of the population (the demographic tipping point will be reached
by the mid-2020s), the extraordinary minimum wage increase will lift the trend rate
of wage/core inflation in the medium term. Furthermore, persistently high inflation
rates could very soon increase political pressures to adjust the general minimum
wage further upwards to compensate for the loss in real purchasing power. In the
end, this would have a strong signaling effect for all higher wage groups and could
in the worst case start a wage-price spiral.

11 This figure is equivalent to the difference between actual and hypothetical, “normal” savings (as
measured by the long-term pre-pandemic average of the seasonally adjusted savings ratio) in the period
from Q1 2020 to Q4 2021.
12 According to the preliminary results of the quarterly earnings survey by the Federal Statistical Office,
real wages declined slightly in 2021, by 0.1%.
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Annual average CPI inflation may jump towards 5½% in 2022
At the moment, much points to a continuation of high inflation pressures. In view
of surprisingly high January/February inflation figures and persistently high supply
and demand-side price pressures (e.g. stemming from high energy, commodity
and producer prices, supply chain bottlenecks, materials shortages, “excess”
savings by households and the unscheduled increase in the minimum wage), we
have considerably revised upwards our forecast for average annual CPI inflation
once again, to 5½% (from 4.2%). Assuming that persistent materials shortages and
global supply chain bottlenecks abate only slowly during the remainder of the year,
we now forecast core inflation to come in at around 3% in 2022 (2021: 2.3%). As in
2021, consumer price inflation will be boosted by a significant increase in CPI
energy prices, above all for household energy such as gas, electricity and heating
oil. Because of the current oil price rally to clearly more than USD 100/barrel (Brent)
as well as the significant producer price increases for gas and electricity we now
view it likely that CPI energy prices could rise by up to 25% in 2022 (2021: 10.5%).
This is based on the assumptions that both the crude oil price (Brent) will remain at
its current level; in addition, the pass-through process from the producer to the
consumer price level is still far from being completed with regards to gas/electricity.
CPI food prices should have a much more significant impact on annual inflation
than in 2021, too (2021: price rise of 3.2% and contribution of 0.27 of a pp to total
inflation) – probably rising clearly more than 6%.
In the above setting, the yearly inflation figures for the individual months will
probably hover considerably above 5% until the end of 2022 and only fall below the
5% mark at the start of 2023. Over the course of 2023, headline inflation could ease
towards 2½% by December due to a gradual easing of significant (energy price)
base effects. This would still result in an annual average inflation rate of clearly more
than 3% in 2023.

A new severe gas/oil price shock could catapult inflation towards 7%
Overall, further oil and gas price developments – which are highly uncertain and
volatile – will largely determine the consumer price inflation path in 2022/2023. On
the one hand, should gas and oil prices skyrocket further (e.g. because of global
energy supply-side frictions), German inflation (taking into account direct and
indirect effects) may even surge towards levels of up to 7% (major oil and gas price
shock) on average in 2022 (see also Focus Europe: Russia/Ukraine: Assessing the
risks to the European economy, 15 February 2022) . However, further (incalculable)
tail risks to the inflation rate stem from a possible complete and long-lasting
suspension of Russia’s energy exports to the West.
On the other hand, should energy prices unexpectedly fall again (e.g. driven by
successfully de-escalation steps between Russian and Ukraine), the annual
average inflation could still stay below the 5% mark in 2022. Also, the government
could implement additional measures to ease energy price pressures at the
household level (such as a reduction in the value added tax on energy products or
a decrease in the electricity tax), which might help to contain the expected rise in
inflation.
Sebastian Becker (+49 69 910-21548, sebastian-b.becker@db.com)
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German labour market remains on recovery track
n

Despite the pandemic-related growth dip during the winter of 2021/22, the
German labour market continued to recover. The seasonally adjusted
unemployment rate is quickly moving towards its record low of 4.9%
registered in April 2019.

n

This very favourable development is based on steady employment growth
and short-time work schemes, which helped to preserve jobs. At the same
time, vacancies have reached a new high, which means that the number of
jobs subject to social security contributions may rise by another 1% in 2022
and unemployment is likely to drop to 5%.

n

Agreed wages look set to rise by about 2.5% in 2022, as the upward
momentum is largely determined by wage agreements that are still in force.
At the same time, effective pay will probably increase by just above 4%,
driven by bonus payments, a decline in short hours and the minimum wage
hike.

Figure 9: German labour market with
continued recovery, vacancies hit a
record high
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Omicron wave does not have major repercussions for the
German labour market
Despite the pandemic-related growth dip during the winter of 2021/22, the German
labour market continued to recover. The seasonally adjusted number of
unemployed declined to about 2.312 million in February 2022 and is moving quickly
towards its record low of 2.217 million reached in April 2019. During H2 2021 alone,
the number of unemployed declined by almost 290,000. A similar downward trend
was last registered in H1 2008. At the same time, the seasonally adjusted
unemployment rate for February was only 0.1 pp above its all-time low of 4.9% (also
reached in April 2019). Even under relatively cautious assumptions, the average
unemployment rate looks set to drop to 5.0% in 2022 and may even fall slightly
below this level in 2023.
The favourable labour-market development is largely due to the combination of
employment growth and short-time work (Kurzarbeit) schemes. While Kurzarbeit
was extended again during the past winter months, the increase was much smaller
than in winter 2020/21. Taking into account the latest estimates of the ifo Institute,
short-time work is likely to have climbed to just under 1 million at the beginning of
2022. This suggests an increase of just above 346,000 since December 2021,
compared to more than 1.3 million in the same period a year earlier. It is therefore
no surprise that the renewed prolongation of the pandemic-related special
regulations until the end of June 2022 were met with criticism.

Potential impact of the war in Ukraine on the German labour market
In the short term, the war in Ukraine could have an impact on the development of
short-time work in Germany, as industrial companies are confronted with
additional supply bottlenecks. The chapter on industrial production is devoted to
this context in more detail. The first reports of production obstacles and the
associated short-time work have already come from some motor vehicle
producers.

Figure 10: Number of short-time
workers increased during winter
2021/22
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Source: Federal Employment Agency, ifo Institute, Deutsche Bank
Research

Figure 11: Leading labour market
indicators: Upside momentum
thanks to receding Omicron wave
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However, trends in unemployment and employment growth in the first half of 2022
are likely to be determined primarily by pandemic developments. The easing of
restrictions in the mostly very labour-intensive industries should continue to
support the positive labour market trend for the time being. According to the current
regulations, potential refugees from the war zone generally have access to the
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labour market after three months at the earliest. Parents have access to the labour
market after six months (minor children) or nine months (older children). Thus,
direct labour market effects from migration out of this region are not to be expected
in the near future.
In the medium term, immigrants from the war zone are likely to participate in the
German labour market. Due to the search frictions, this could slow the general
decline in German unemployment. However, the employment rate of Ukrainian
citizens already living in Germany indicates comparatively good labour market
prospects. In the chapter on migration we take a closer look at this context. In the
long run, the German labour market should benefit from the additional labour force.
Figure 12: Structural employment shifts in certain industries
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Employment to grow steadily in 2022
While short-time schemes secured existing jobs, new jobs were created quite
steadily during the past year. In seasonally adjusted terms, the number of jobs
subject to social security contributions regularly climbed to new highs from June
2021. It amounted to 34.27 million in December (most recent figures) and was
nearly 1.3% above the pre-pandemic level. On average, employment probably grew
by slightly more than 0.9% in 2021. In fact, the number of registered vacancies
reached an all-time high in February, at 851,000. Widely used ifo and IAB leading
indicators and the relevant PMI subcomponents also point to an increase in
employment. In addition, employment in the services and tourism sector looks set
to recover strongly as pandemic-related restrictions are lifted. Overall, the number
of jobs subject to social security contributions may rise by another 360,000 (+1%)
on average in 2022. A recovery in labour migration, which was recently dampened
by the pandemic, should also contribute to the increase.

Figure 13: Net immigration approx.
at pre-pandemic level in 2021
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The clear uptrend in employment goes hand in hand with a structural shift. During
the pandemic, nearly 120,000 jobs were lost in the metals, electrical and steel
industries, probably largely due to the major structural change in these sectors. At
the same time, temp agencies and corporate services companies created a
remarkable number of jobs, probably because industrial companies needed to
become more flexible during the transformation. Strong employment growth in the
healthcare sector is no surprise and will probably be sustained against the
background of the demographic development. Even though labour immigration
was temporarily difficult, numerous jobs were created in the construction sector,
not least because demand for residential properties remained strong during the
Deutsche Bank AG
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pandemic.

Catch-up potential for employment; minimum wage may put a brake on
mini job growth
Even though the number of jobs that are subject to social security contributions has
recovered strongly, total employment is still almost ¼% below its February 2020
high. It came to 45.3 million in January 2022. This outcome stems from a decline in
the number of self-employed (Q4 2021: -4.8% vs Q4 2019) and the pandemicrelated slump in the number of mini jobbers (Dec. 2021: -8.3% vs Feb. 2020). While
we expect the economy to recover, the number of self-employed is unlikely to rise
in the short term. The pandemic probably destroyed many businesses, despite
government support, and intensified a downtrend that started almost ten years
ago. Demographic developments play a role in this as well, as many company
owners are finding it difficult to find a successor.
In contrast, the number of mini jobs is likely to rise again from spring. Just as in 2021,
a more relaxed pandemic situation and the related easing of the restrictions should
increase employment, particularly in the hospitality sector, in retail trade and in
personal services.
On average, the number of workers may rise by almost 500,000 in 2022, to just
above 45.4 million (+1.1%). This would take it about 145,000 above its former peak
reached in 2019.
The steep hike in the minimum wage, from currently EUR 9.82 to EUR 12 as of 1
October (with an interim step to EUR 10.45 in July), will limit the increase in the
number of mini jobs, however. The monthly wage ceiling is to be lifted to EUR 520
to counter a potential incentive to reduce monthly working hours. Nevertheless,
due to the higher wage costs employers may create fewer mini jobs than were lost
during the pandemic. In particular, this may happen if (potential) employers cannot
pass on the wage increase in full or do not want to accept smaller margins.13 As
inflation is accelerating, consumers may only be willing to accept limited price
increases and reduce their demand accordingly. Any developments to this effect
will be quickly visible in the hospitality and tourism sectors and in many trade
sectors.

Figure 14: Unions wage demands
follow German headline CPI with
some lag
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A comparison with the apparently small impact of the introduction of the minimum
wage in 201514 warrants some skepticism. While, in many instances, jobs were not
shed, employers reduced the number of hours15 or did not immediately comply
with the minimum wage requirement. Moreover, the labour market situation is
different today. Back then, the German economy had just entered a longer-term
upswing.
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Wage developments against the background of rising consumer prices
As German consumer prices are rising strongly, attention is shifting to wage
developments. Apart from other factors, above-average wage agreements may

13 Link, Sebastian, (2018). The price and employment response of firms to the introduction of mini-mum
wages. CESifo working paper no. 7575.
14 For a more detailed explanation see Knabe, Andreas, Ronni Schöb and Marcel Thum (2020). Bilanz nach
fünf Jahren: Was hat der gesetzliche Mindestlohn gebracht? ifo Schnelldienst 4 / 2020 Year 73, 15 April
2020.
15 Burauel, Patrick, Marco Caliendo, Markus M. Grabka, Cosima Obst, Malte Preuss and Carsten Schröder
(2020). The impact of the minimum wage on working hours. Journal of Economics and Statistics 240(2–
3), 233–267.
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trigger a wage-price spiral and thus fuel a more permanent rise in inflation.
As wage agreements for many large sectors are still in force, a quick response to the
pickup in inflation is out of reach. Collectively agreed wages are likely to rise by
about 2.5% on average in 2022 (2021: 1.3%). This increase stems largely from
agreements that are currently in force. However, major catch-up effects may take
place in 2023. This is shown by a look at union demands in the recent past, which
reacted to higher inflation rates with a delay but nevertheless noticeably. Moreover,
the unplanned increase in the minimum wage to EUR 12 will have an impact on the
lower wage groups. During the upcoming wage negotiations, a suitable gap
between the minimum wage and the lower wage groups will play a major role and
lead to additional wage pressure.
While a wage-price spiral is not in sight right now, wage negotiations will keep wage
pressures up in the medium term. Moreover, corporate wage costs are ultimately
determined by effective wages, and these are expected to rise by almost 4% this
year due to above-average bonus payments, the decline in short-hours schemes
and the increase in the minimum wage. Thus, the wage drift is accelerating.

Wage agreement in the chemicals sector may send a signal
The IG BCE trade union has recently decided on its demands for roughly 580,000
workers in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. While the negotiators did
not set a concrete percentage, they aim for a wage increase that clearly exceeds the
rate of inflation. Moreover, extra night-shift pay is to be lifted to 25% for all workers.
A result is unlikely until April, as the first nationwide round of negotiations is to take
place on 21 March. Employers might aim for a quick agreement to prevent strikerelated disruptions to production, which means that they may accept a wage hike
of 4 – 5%. Other sectors will probably use the outcome of these negotiations as a
basis for their own wage agreements. At the same time, structural transformation
is taking place in various industrial sectors, albeit to a different extent. This will make
job security a more or less important issue during the negotiations. High demand
for qualified labour improves the trade unions’ bargaining position, and current
demographic developments will likely reinforce this in the medium term.
The metals and electrical industries (3.8 million workers), the public sector at the
national and local level (2.7 million) and temp agencies (835,000) are other major
sectors that will see wage negotiations this year. The wage agreements for the
public sector and for temp agencies do not end until September and December,
respectively. This means that the relevant wage agreements will probably be signed
by the beginning of 2023.
Marc Schattenberg (+49 69 910-31875, marc.schattenberg@db.com)
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Refugee wave positive in the long run
n

The UNHCR expects about 4 million Ukrainian refugees. Under European
rules, Germany might take in about one million of them.

n

These refugees will encounter a large Ukrainian community in Germany, as
numerous people have immigrated since German unification. Support from
the community and broad-based solidarity among Germans will probably
help the refugees to become integrated into German society and economy.

n

While unemployment may temporarily rise, many immigrants should
quickly find a job due to the significant shortage of (qualified) labour. In the
long run, immigration from Ukraine may add about 250,000 people to the
workforce.

n

Additional social spending may increase the public-sector deficits (as
measured in % of GDP) by 0.2 of a pp in 2022 and 2023. If the immigrants
are quickly integrated in the labour market, there is a good chance for them
to contribute to fiscal consolidation in the long run.

Germany may take in about 1 million refugees
As of now, more than 1 Mio. people have fled from Ukraine. The UNHCR estimates
that the total number of refugees may come to about 4 million. Most of them will
probably try to enter EU territory. In this historic hour, all EU member states have
shown considerable willingness to help. As a rule, most refugees from a war area
flee to neighbouring countries – in this case, these are the EU member states
Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Hungary. In the first place, these countries are near
Ukraine, and in the second, language barriers are probably lower than in western
Europe. In fact, the numbers of first-time EU residence permits granted to Ukrainian
nationals in 2020 support this assumption. 490,000 out of a total of 601,000
residence permits were granted by Poland. However, the neighbours’ capacities
will probably soon be exhausted by the expected wave of refugees. The EU seems
to be considering an activation of the temporary protection scheme under the Mass
Influx Directive (Council Directive 2001/55/EC) of 2001, which foresees measures
to ensure a balanced sharing of the burden at the EU level. According to media
reports, the issue was on the agenda at the meeting of the Justice and Home Affairs
Council on 3 March 2022.
A balanced burden-sharing may be based on the countries’ population and percapita income. Under this assumption, Germany would be required to take charge
of about 1 million Ukrainian refugees. This figure appears plausible if we take into
account the experience from the refugee wave during the war in Syria, the total
population of Ukraine and the country’s geographical proximity. Between 2011 and
2020, Germany took in about 680,000 Syrian nationals. At the beginning of the war,
Syria had a population of about 22 million, whereas Ukraine had more than 41
million. The country’s proximity compared to Syria (the Ukrainian border is only
about 700 km from the German border) also suggests that the influx of refugees will
be higher this time.

Figure 15: 2011-2020 Net migration
from Syria
in '000
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Source : Deutsche Bank Research, Federal Statistical Office

Figure 16: Assumed distribution of
Ukrainian refugees by sex and age
in % of all refugees
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Most refugees will be women, pensioners and children
Due to the general mobilisation, men aged between 18 and 60 are not permitted to
leave Ukraine. In view of this rule and based on the population structure in Ukraine,
about 75% of the refugees are likely to be women. In contrast, only 25% of the
refugees were women in 2015. Even excluding the men, more than 40% of the
refugees are likely to be aged between 18 and 60, one-quarter is likely to be younger
than 18 and one-third will probably be above 60 (see Figure 16). Assuming that 1
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million immigrants come to Germany in 2022, about 200,000 of them will likely be
pupils and kindergarten-age children and more than 300,000 will be retirees. About
500,000 refugees will be of working age. Caretaking and education opportunities
for the children and teenagers will be needed so that the parents have a chance of
finding a job and being integrated in the labour market.

Social and economic integration likely to be relatively easy
The German society is clearly ready to welcome the Ukrainians, so their integration
might be relatively easy. In particular, the Ukrainian community in Germany may
play a positive role. On average, the net immigration was about 6,100 Ukrainians
each year during the past decade. During the war in Ukraine, the figure peaked at
more than 10,000 per year in the middle of the past decade. At the beginning of the
2000s, net immigration was even higher under the rules for ethnic German
immigrants. As a result, more than 140,000 Ukrainians lived in Germany in 2020.
54,300 of them had a job that is subject to social security contributions. In addition,
there are probably many thousands of Germans with a Ukrainian family history.
Therefore, it seems likely that Ukrainian networks can support the social and
economic integration of new immigrants in many cities.

Figure 17: Employment rate: Ukraine
relative to Syria
in % relative to the number of foreigners living in
Germany
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Good labour market opportunities for Ukrainian refugees
At more than 50%, the employment ratio
of Ukrainians in Germany is
considerably below that of ethnic Germans, which is almost 70%. At the same time,
more of 40% of those who have a job that is subject to social security contributions
or a mini job are university graduates. This percentage is more than double that of
German nationals (19%). This figure probably reflects the fact that university
graduates from a non-EU country will find it easier to get a job than people with
lower qualifications. It may exaggerate the refugees’ average qualification.
Nevertheless, it seems that many refugees have a chance of entering the German
labour market fairly quickly and successfully if they stay for longer.
16
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Source : Ausländerzentralregister, Deutsche Bank Research

Figure 18: Education of Ukrainian
relative to Syrian refugees
in % subject to social security contribution and
marginal employment
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A comparison of the high employment and graduate ratios of Ukrainian nationals
with those of Syrian refugees underlines the favourable outlook. The labour-market
influx may increase the unemployment rate somewhat in the short term. However,
the large number of vacancies suggests that unemployment will probably rise only
by a few tenths of a percentage point before declining again on the back of robust
domestic activity. Indeed, full employment seems likely in the coming years. If we
assume that 50% of about 500,000 working-age refugees find a job in the long run,
the workforce would increase by about 250,000 or 0.6% from its current level.

Government budget: Higher deficits in the short term, higher surpluses
in the long term thanks to labour market integration
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The relatively good labour-market outlook suggests that this wave of immigration
may have a positive impact on the government budget in the long run.17
Nevertheless, we can certainly expect additional burdens in the first few years.
During the refugee crisis of 2015, reasonable estimates put the expense at EUR
1,000 - EUR 1,700 per month and refugee.18 If we assume that 100,000 refugees
enter Germany on average during each of the next ten months, the additional social
security spending will add up to c. EUR 5.5 bn - EUR 9.4 bn in 2022. Provided that

16 Employees who have a job that is subject to social security contributions, incl. mini jobs.
17 Holger Bonin (2016). Gewinne der Integration Berufliche Qualifikation und Integrationstempo
entscheiden über die langfristigen fiskalischen Kosten der Aufnahme Geflüchteter. böll.brief #1,
TEILHABEGESELLSCHAFT, April 2016.
18 https://www.iwd.de/artikel/was-kostet-die-fluechtlingshilfe-256373/
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the refugees are quickly integrated into the labour market, similar expenses are
likely in 2023. This would drive the deficit up by 0.2 of a pp of GDP in both of these
two years. If the refugees do not find work at all, total expenses would come to EUR
12 bn - EUR 20 bn in 2023 and raise the deficit by up to 0.5 of a pp.

Immigration from Russia and Belarus
During the past 20 years, immigration from Russia and Belarus typically developed
in line with that from Ukraine. Sanctions, high inflation, bank runs and the related
financial and economic difficulties might cause a mass influx from these two
countries. At the same time, citizens may find it difficult to leave at all. It is unclear
how the EU might respond. EU policymakers and European societies clearly
differentiate between the leaders and the people of both countries and will probably
be willing to help in principle. However, the wave of Ukrainian refugees may
exhaust many countries’ capacities. In addition, refugees from Russia and Belarus
might bring (or be perceived to bring) the political conflict onto EU soil. In that case,
willingness to help could dissipate. It is therefore unclear whether we are likely to
see considerable immigration from either of these two countries.

Figure 19: 2000-2020 Net migration
in '000
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German manufacturing industry: Higher energy prices more
painful than economic sanctions
n

n

The escalation in the Russian war against Ukraine has already left its impact
on world energy prices. A physical shortage in gas supply (in case of lower
gas imports from Russia) would affect energy-intensive industries in
Germany most. The EU and other countries have imposed or plan to impose
sanctions on trade with Russia and other economic areas. Transport routes
are also disrupted. This will hit the German manufacturing sector. Still, the
direct exposure is quite low. The mechanical engineering industry has the
highest trade exposure with Russia. 3% of all German machine exports
went to Russia in 2021. Higher energy prices and potential physical
shortages in energy or metals supply or other disruptions of supply chains
as well as negative consequences for propensity to invest and economic
sentiment are by far the higher economic risks for the German
manufacturing industry compared to losses in exports to Russia.
Despite the war in Ukraine, we expect a recovery of industrial production in
Germany. However, it will likely remain very muted in H1 2022. The issues
with material shortages will be aggravated by temporary disturbances of
companies' labour forces due to quarantine obligations for employees with
a COVID-19 infection and possibly by delivery problems due to the
sanctions against Russia. Momentum should be stronger in Q3 based on
waning supply shortages and high backlog demand. Overall, we expect an
increase of manufacturing production in Germany by roughly 3% in 2022
(forecast down from 5%). For 2023, an increase in domestic production by
7% is possible.

Figure 20: Oil price shock after
Russian invasion
Daily oil price, brent, USD per barrel
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Figure 21: Prices for non-ferrous
metals increase
Daily exchange prices, Jan. 1, 2020 = 100
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Rising energy prices have been the major concern for industrial sectors,
even before the escalation of the Russia/Ukraine conflict
The recent escalation in the Russian war against Ukraine has already left its impact
on world energy prices. Oil prices have exceeded the level of USD 100 and gas
prices soared directly after the Russian invasion. Aluminium and other non-ferrous
metal prices increased as well given that Russia is an important player in
international commodity markets. Germany receives 6% of its metal imports from
Russia. A physical shortage in gas supply (in case of lower gas imports from Russia)
would affect energy-intensive industries most (chemicals, metal production,
building materials). Regarding metals and other intermediate products such as
wood, the war in Ukraine has the potential to prolong and aggravate supply chain
disruptions. Some German carmakers have already announced that production in
some European factories will have to be closed for some time due to a lack of
automotive supplier products produced in Ukraine. This military conflict in the heart
of Europe will also have negative consequences for companies' willingness to
invest even though the federal government appears to be reacting with a more
expensive fiscal policy (spending on defence as well as alternative energy supply).
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Figure 22: Limited exposure in trade
with Russia
Share of Russia in total German exports
by sector, 2021, %
Mech. engineering
Pharmaceuticals
Chemicals
Automotive

Given the significant price hikes for energy and intermediate goods, it does not
come as a surprise that 85% of industrial companies stated in a recent survey by the
Association of German Chambers of Commerce and Industry (DIHK) that rising
prices for energy and raw materials are currently the largest risk for their business
development; this survey was conducted even before the Russian invasion into
Ukraine. In such an environment, demand becomes less relevant compared to
geopolitical and energy price risks.
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German exports to Russia to drop sharply in 2022
The EU and other countries have imposed or plan to impose sanctions on trade with
Russia and other economic areas. This will affect the German manufacturing sector
directly (bilateral trade) and indirectly (imports from third countries, propensity to
invest, negative impact on European logistics sector). When the EU introduced its
sanctions against Russia back in 2014, German exports to Russia declined by
18.4% in 2014 and close to 26% in 2015. The share of Russia in total German exports
shrunk from its peak in 2012 (3.5%) to 1.8% in 2016 and has remained quite stable
thereafter (2021: 1.9%). It is difficult to quantify the impact of new sanctions on
bilateral trade relations given the uncertainties concerning the further development
of the war. However, a decrease of German exports to Russia by 75% or even more
in 2022 would not come as a surprise. Some logistics companies have announced
that they will put transport capacities to and from Russia on hold.

Figure 23: Gap between output and
orders still significant
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On the other hand, German imports from Russia that are dominated by energy
could even increase in nominal terms if lower imports in terms of quantity are more
than offset by higher energy prices. German imports from Russia expanded by
54.2% in 2021 due to higher oil and gas prices. Sanctions on German gas and oil
imports from Russia and/or a Russian ban on energy exports to Germany would lead
to a decline in overall imports from Russia, though. This is a major field of
uncertainty and would have historic dimensions. Even in the hottest times of Cold
War, the former Soviet Union has always fulfilled its contractual energy deliveries.
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Figure 24: Shortage in material near
record level
Index* for the shortage of intermediate goods in
the manufact. ind., DE, share of companies, %
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Looking at sectoral trade relations, the direct dependency on exports to Russia is
quite low. Of all industrial sectors, mechanical engineering has the highest trade
exposure with Russia. 3% of all German machine exports went to Russia in 2021.
The number stood at 5.1% in 2012. At that time, Russia was the fourth-largest
export market for the German mechanical engineering industry. It ranked 10th place
only in 2021 and will lose further ground.
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Ultimately, higher energy prices and potential physical shortages in energy or
metals supply are by far the higher economic risks for the German manufacturing
industry compared to export losses to Russia.
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Figure 25: Growing order backlog

Historic gap between orders and domestic production
Output in the manufacturing sector in Germany increased by 4.2% in real terms in
2021. Thus, the losses of 2020 (-9.6%) and 2019 (-4.2%) are far from being
recovered. Production activity remains hampered by supply chain disruptions and
bottlenecks for intermediate goods that have affected all industrial sectors. At the
same time, demand recovered from the coronavirus shock during the first three
quarters of 2021. Despite a setback in Q4, total orders exceeded the pre-crisis level
of February 2020 by 6.5%. In contrast, output was 7% lower in Q4 compared to
February 2020. As a result, never since German reunification has the discrepancy
between orders in the manufacturing industry and domestic production been larger
than during the last 1 ½ years.
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Given the disturbances on the supply side and rising demand, order backlog has
reached one new record high after the other in recent months. This excess demand
will support production numbers with easing supply chain disruptions. However,
we don’t expect a fast and comprehensive relaxation over all industrial sectors.
Many intermediate goods will remain scarce in H1 2022, not least due to the war in
Ukraine that causes further disruptions of global supply chains such as deliveries
from China to Europa via the “New Silk Road”. In some cases (such as
semiconductors), the shortages might persist even longer. What is more, recent ifo
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surveys show that the worst in terms of supply bottlenecks might still not be over.
In February 2022, the share of manufacturing companies that suffer from shortages
in intermediate goods increased to 74.6%, after 67.3% in January. This is a very high
level in historical comparison even though the number is below the 81.9% peak that
was reached in December 2021. A positive sign is that capacity utilisation in the
manufacturing industry increased slightly at the beginning of Q1 2022.

Muted recovery in H1 – stronger momentum in H2
We expect recovery of industrial production to remain very muted in H1 2022. The
issues with material shortages will be aggravated by temporary disturbances of
company’s labour force due to quarantine obligations for employees with a COVID19 infection and possibly by delivery problems due to the sanctions against Russia.
Momentum should be stronger in Q3 based on waning supply shortages and high
backlog demand. A precondition is, of course, a de-escalation in Ukraine.
Overall, we expect an increase of manufacturing production in Germany by roughly
3% in 2022 (forecast down from 5%). For 2023, an increase in domestic production
by 7% is possible. This will to a large part be the result of the statistical overhang at
the end of 2022. With new orders to be registered in 2022 coming on top of current
orders books and supply bottlenecks partly remaining in place, statistical order
backlog could remain high throughout 2022. This would provide stimulus for
production well into 2023. Higher public spending in defence and infrastructure
(alternative energy supply and climate protection, digitalisation) would also be
supportive for the manufacturing industry in Germany.
Recent sentiment indicators such as the ifo Business Climate showed that the
manufacturing industry was becoming more optimistic. Both the assessment of
the current situation and business expectations rose in February. Export
expectations stabilised in positive territory. Admittedly, the most recent ifo surveys
were not affected by the recent escalation in the Russian war against Ukraine. Thus,
a significant setback in business climate is likely in March.

Figure 26: Positive business climate –
before the war in Ukraine
Manufacturing industry in DE, balance of positive
and negative company reports
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Figure 27: Capacity utilisation
slightly up again in Q1
Capacity utilisation in the manufacturing
industry in Germany, %
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Higher costs, higher producer prices – net balance for margins unclear
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Because of rising demand and global supply chain disruptions, 2021 was
characterised by rising import and producer prices. Import prices rose by 13.5% on
average, producer prices increased by 10.5%. These were the largest annual
growth rates in decades with prices for energy and typical intermediate goods such
as metals, wood or paper being the main drivers. Both import and producer prices
will continue to register high growth rates in year-over-year comparison at least in
H1 2022. The most recent ifo survey on future price development showed a record
share of companies in the manufacturing industry (55.8%) that is planning price
increases in the next three months.

60

The rise in producer prices shows that companies have so far been able to pass
through higher costs to their clients, at least partly. Consumer price inflation has
been below the increase in import and producer prices. However, prices for some
consumer goods have started to rise significantly. This holds especially for
electricity and gas for end consumers since these prices usually react with a certain
time lag to higher world market or wholesale prices (annual contracts between
utility companies and private households and many commercial clients).
The net balance of rising costs on the one hand and higher producer prices on the
other hand for corporate margins is dependent on specific market and pricing
power in different sectors. While German car makers, focusing on the production
Deutsche Bank AG
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Figure 28: Exceptional increase in
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of high-margin cars and benefiting on the cost side from short labour regulation,
have been able to generate quite satisfactory earnings (despite declining domestic
car production and new passenger cars sales), some smaller automotive suppliers
have had more problems regarding their financial results. We also see small- and
medium-sized energy-intensive companies sharpening their complaints about
higher energy costs. This topic will remain with us in the coming decade.
Eric Heymann (+49 69 910-31730, eric.heymann@db.com)
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Energy policy: Avoiding an era of energy scarcity
n

The largest share of energy consumption in Germany is still based on fossil
fuels. What is more, Russia is by far Germany’s single most important
supplier for energy sources. The German government aims to reduce both
dependencies. It is counting on faster expansion of renewables, more LNG
and more diversification of gas imports, longer lifetimes for coal-fired (and
maybe nuclear?) power plants, more energy efficiency, and other
measures.

n

All initiatives on the supply and the demand sides aim to avoid an era of
physical energy scarcity in Germany, which could be dire both
economically and socially. However, many of these measures will need
contentious regulatory law (e.g., quotas for renewable energies or
efficiency standards in the housing market) or some form of public support
(direct subsidies, tax depreciations, carbon contracts for difference, price
guarantees, etc.). Thus, the planned and envisaged changes in energy
supply and consumption will require higher fiscal spending and will burden
public budgets and – at least to some extent – economic activity for the
years to come. The energy transition might undergo a reality check in terms
of supply side bottlenecks, financial constraints, available time budget as
well as political and societal feasibility.

Germany dependent on fossil fuels and energy imports from Russia
Russia’s war against Ukraine is very likely to lead to a historic turning point for
energy supply in Germany. Two political goals could be combined: Reducing the
dependency on fossil fuels (climate protection) and lowering the dependency on
energy imports from Russia. The following numbers show that this will not be an
easy task:

Figure 29: Oil remains most
important source of energy
Share of energy sources in total primary
energy demand in Germany, 2021, %
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n

In 2021, 76.4% of primary energy demand in Germany was based on fossil
fuels with oil (31.8%) leading ahead of natural gas (26.7%).

n

Liquid fuels based on mineral oil (gasoline and diesel for mobility, heating
oil) and natural gas (heating, industrial processes) accounted for 60% of
total final energy consumption in Germany in 2020.

31.8
6.2
8.6

n

In power generation, natural gas (share in 2021: 15.2%) and hard coal
(9.3%) are still important energy sources. Natural gas is supposed to bridge
the gap until renewable energies can bear the brunt of German energy
supply. With a further electrification of the economy, annual electricity and
gas demand will increase in Germany. What is more, peak load in the winter
months is also likely to increase when more houses are equipped with
electric heat pumps, more industrial processes are electrified, and more
electric cars are on the road. The traffic light coalition acknowledges that
new gas-fired power plants that are H2-ready are necessary. Our
colleagues in equity research estimate that at least 25 GW of new gaspower capacity is necessary by 2030 (2020: roughly 30 GW).

n

Close to 50% of current housing stock in Germany is heated with natural
gas. Given the longevity of buildings, the lack of skilled labour (craft
sectors), technological hurdles at older houses and financial constraints of
house owners, a fast switch away from natural gas to alternative heating
sources (electric heat pumps) is unlikely.

n

Germany imports more than 50% of its natural gas, roughly one-third of its
mineral oil (2020) and 57% of its hard coal (2021) from Russia. There are
different numbers available for the Russian share in German gas imports,
but “more than 50%” is certain. Overall, Russia is by far Germany’s single
most important supplier for energy sources.
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Figure 30: More gas imports
German gas imports, terajoule
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More renewables, more LNG, more diversification of gas imports, longer
lifetimes for coal-fired (and nuclear?) power plants and more energy
efficiency
The federal government counts on different measures to reach the
abovementioned goals.
n

n

n

n

Page 28

In the electricity sector, Germany aims for the share of renewables to reach
100% in 2035 (80% in 2030). For comparison: All renewables together had
a share in gross electricity generation of 40.5% in 2021 with wind (onshore
and offshore) being the most important source (20%). A massive expansion
of installed capacity will be necessary to reach this target: more than 100
GW onshore wind by 2030 (2020: 54 GW), 30 GW offshore wind by 2030
(2020: roughly 8 GW) and more than 200 GW solar PV (2020: 54 GW). The
message is clear that renewables will be expanded massively. However,
this goal faces many limitations such as capacity and skilled labour
constraints in the craft, construction, and capital goods producer
industries, financial resources, time required for planning and approval
procedures or local resistance against wind parks.
The government also wants to invest in national LNG infrastructure and
plans to build two LNG terminals at German shores. Since Germany
currently receives most of its natural gas via pipeline (from Russia, the
Netherlands and Norway), LNG is not yet important for Germany. However,
LNG has gained in importance in Europe as well as globally and could
develop into the fastest growing energy source behind renewables.
According to BP, LNG accounted for 35% of total European gas imports in
2020. An expansion of LNG infrastructure in Germany and other EU
countries could also lead to a diversification of the supply and would
strengthen gas imports from other countries than Russia. This process will
take some time, of course, but LNG will become more relevant. For
example, US LNG exports were more than 60 times higher in 2020 than they
were in 2015. Total US LNG exports already match some 25% of total
Russian gas exports. Countries with rich gas reserves will invest in LNG
export infrastructure since gas can substitute coal in the power sector. On
a global scale, demand for LNG is likely to grow faster than supply.
The German federal government wants to introduce legislation that
determines higher filling levels of national gas storage capacities at the
beginning of the winter. Germany has gas storage capacities of roughly 24
bn cbm. This translates into roughly 950 petajoule of gas storage capacity
or 25-30% of total annual natural gas consumption. Thus, Germany would
be able to secure gas supply with its storage capacities for some months if
they were fully filled. However, storage capacities had been less filled at the
beginning of the heating period of 2021/22 and are still at a low level.
Politicians are already discussing longer lifetimes for coal-fired power
plants. It shows that when push comes to shove, securing energy supply
has priority even though the government is pursuing very ambitious climate
targets. According to the coalition treaty, coal should ideally be phased out
in the power sector by 2030. While this goal is not unrealistic in case of an
expansion of gas power plants by then, a premature shutdown of coal-fired
plants in the short term might be off the table for now. In terms of hard coal,
Germany is fully dependent on imports (with Russia being the most
important importer). Lignite, however, is a pure domestic source of energy
in the electricity sector and provides baseload electricity generation. One
major disadvantage of lignite are the high CO2 emissions per kWh.
Discussions are also beginning about whether the last three remaining
nuclear power plants should remain in operation for longer. The respective
operators of these power plants initially signaled that a prolongation of
service times is not an option for them. Their plans have been geared

Figure 31: Price increase for import
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Figure 32: First setback for
renewables
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Figure 33: LNG is catching up
European gas imports, bcm
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towards a final phase-out in late 2022 (this includes orders of nuclear fuel
rods, maintenance measures, staff, etc.). Meanwhile, however, the
operators have shown willingness to talk about this issue. Only they can
answer the question of to what extent they are able to change course in the
short term. Nuclear power also provides baseload power. In 2021, the then
six nuclear power plants generated 41% more electricity than all installed
Solar PV capacity in Germany together. At the end of the day, the discussion
on coal and nuclear energy shows the historic dimensions of the current
energy crisis. It is an example that there are “no taboos”, as EconMin
Habeck (Greens) stated, in the face of the crisis.
In addition to these measures, the government will also support further initiatives
that aim to reduce overall energy and gas consumption specifically. This includes
a faster switch to renewables in the housing market (65% share for new heating
systems from 2025, no heating systems based on fossil in new buildings), more
ambitious energy efficiency standards for buildings, and reduced use of natural gas
in district heating. All measures in the housing market are politically highly
sensitive. There are also plans for tax depreciations for investments in energy
efficiency of industrial processes or investment in (green) hydrogen infrastructure
as well as infrastructure to import ammonia.

Figure 34: Natural gas leading in the
heating market
Share of heating systems and energy sources
in residential building stock, DE, 2020, %
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Ongoing energy scarcity would be dire both economically and socially
All initiatives on the supply and the demand sides aim to avoid an era of physical
energy scarcity in Germany which would be dire both economically and socially.
However, many of these measures will need contentious regulatory law (e.g.,
quotas for renewable energies or efficiency standards in the housing market) or
some form of public support (direct subsidies, tax depreciations, carbon contracts
for difference, price guarantees, etc.). Thus, the planned changes in energy supply
will be a burden for public budgets and economic activity for the years to come, as
not all cost increases and investment requirements can be fully subsidised by the
government. The energy transition might undergo a reality check in terms of supply
side bottlenecks, financial constraints, available time budget as well as political and
societal feasibility.
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Real estate: Little structural impact
n

The temporary decline in interest rates and the flight to safety should
increase demand for real estate.

n

1 million refugees are expected, likely increasing demand for housing.
However, most of the refugees will initially probably be sent to areas with
relatively high vacancy ratios. As a result, the impact on rents and prices
looks set to be minor.

n

We still expect the residential price cycle to end despite this boost to
demand.

n

If working-age refugees are quickly integrated into the labour market,
demand for office space is likely to increase slightly. At the same time, the
impact on the markets for other commercial properties should be relatively
small.

Real-estate market: Declining interest rates and flight to safety
temporarily boost demand
The war in Ukraine has broad repercussions for the German real-estate market.
Right now, the decline in Bund yields will boost demand for real estate once again.
Moreover, many investors will regard real-estate investments as attractive in an era
of high economic uncertainty. After the COVID-19 shock two years ago, this second
shock to globalisation may make many corporate managers reconsider or at least
adjust their export business. The recent equity sell-off underlines the high shortterm risks of corporate participations compared to many real-estate market
segments, which are usually less volatile. Many real-estate investors, particularly in
the residential segment, probably appreciate their relatively secure and stable rent
income right now.

Residential market: Vacancies in regions with poor infrastructure may
decline. Slightly higher price and rent pressure in metropolitan areas

Figure 35: Dec 2021-Mar 2022: 10Y
Bund yields
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COVID-19 weighed on immigration during the last two years, so the population
stagnated at 83.2 million. Germany may take in about 1 million refugees from
Ukraine. Doing so would clearly increase demand for housing. In view of the
existing networks of the Ukrainian community in Germany, part of the additional
demand will occur in metropolitan areas, where housing is already in short supply.
As a result, prices and, to some extent, rents will come under additional pressure.
At least at the beginning, a large share of the additional demand will likely take place
in regions with poor infrastructure. With roughly 2 million flats vacant in Germany,
additional demand in these areas would not have a major impact on prices and
rents.
Still, the boost to demand does not change anything about our structural
assessment. We continue to expect the price cycle to end in the next few years.
Vivid construction activity will help to reduce the fundamental supply shortage in
many cities. Current valuations also suggest that the price cycle is approaching its
end. We have held this view since March 2021, even before rate hikes were on the
table. High inflation (currently c. 5%) indicates that Bund yields are going to rise
strongly. Moreover, mortgage interest rates will rise if BaFin follows through on its
plans to introduce a countercyclical capital buffer of 0.75% of the risk-weighted
assets and a sectoral systemic risk buffer of 2.0% of risk-weighted assets for loans
secured by residential properties. Higher interest rates will dampen the uptrend in
prices and should ultimately contribute to the end of the cycle. And finally, investors
will have to shoulder additional burdens from climate-policy regulation. The traffic-
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light coalition agreement foresees that, from 1 January 2025, at least 65% of the
energy needed for a newly installed heating system will have to come from
renewable sources. Moreover, all extension or conversion projects will need to
comply with the energy-efficiency standard 70 from 1 January 2024. Overall, this
will make investments more expensive. Landlords will also have to pay their share
of the carbon price on heating energy from 1 June 2022. From our vantage point,
these three developments – supply-side relief, less attractive valuations and
regulatory environment – imply that the price cycle will end soon.

Figure 36: Jan 2021 - Mar 2022:
Interest rates
in %, monthly averages
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Commercial real-estate market: Stimulus for office properties
In view of the large number of vacancies, we expect working-age refugees to be
quickly integrated into the labour market. The refugee wave may increase the
workforce by about 250,000. Based on the current ratio of office workers to all
workers in Germany, which amounts to about 1:3, this means that the number of
office workers is likely to rise by about 80,000. Assuming that each of these workers
requires c. 23 sqm, demand for office space should rise by about 1.8 m sqm or 0.5%
of the current office space. Additional demand may therefore make a minor
contribution to digesting the shock from the increase in working from home. At the
same time, the impact on the markets for other commercial properties should be
quite small.
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Public finances: Government has mobilised huge fiscal
leeway but new spending pressures arise
n

To mobilise huge additional leeway, the new government has extensively
reinterpreted the debt brake. Specifically, it shifted unutilised (pandemicrelated) emergency credit authorisations worth EUR 60 bn into the offbudgetary “Energy and Climate Fund” and retroactively changed the
accounting procedures of the debt rule in such a way that the future use of
past “excessive” pandemic-related credit authorisations will no longer be
counted as net federal borrowing in the legalistic context of the debt brake.

n

Beyond the already known spending plans by the new government (on
digitalisation, de-carbonisation and welfare), additional spending
pressures are currently building up because of the federal government’s
plan to a) mitigate the rising social economic costs of the energy-price
driven surge in consumer price, b) boost military spending to above 2% of
GDP and c) give humanitarian aid to Ukraine as well as to help and support
Ukrainian refugees.

n

Although we still need to analyse the broader economic and financial
effects of the Russia/Ukraine war on the German macro economy and fiscal
accounts, it is plausible to assume that Germany's Maastricht deficit could
widen again in 2022 – possibly accounting for well over 4% of GDP (2021:
3.7% of GDP). However, at the current juncture – and given that we are still
lacking the revised draft budget for 2022 – the above number should be
interpreted with caution and as our current best rough estimate.

2021 budget review: Massive spending caused another blow …
In 2021 public finances were again heavily affected by the adverse economic
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic as GDP recovered much less than initially
expected – mainly because of stubborn supply chain issues in the German industry
– and the Delta/Omicron infection waves were still requiring continued large-scale
(and overall rising) fiscal support for affected employees and enterprises. That said,
Germany’s general government sector – comprising the federal level, the federal
states and municipalities as well as the social security funds (i.e. the pension, health
care, social care and unemployment insurances) – posted a consolidated finance
deficit of EUR 132.5 bn or 3.7% of GDP, according to the second estimates (as of
February 25, 2022) by the Federal Statistical Office (see Figure 35 and 37). The 2021
budget gap was the third-largest on record since Germany’s reunification,
exceeded only by the deficits in 2020 (EUR 145.3 bn; 4.3% of GDP) and 1995 when
the trust corporations’ financial debts had been added to the government sector’s
balance sheet (EUR 178.7 bn; 9.4% of GDP).
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Figure 37: Government budget balance posted another huge deficit in 2021
Financial balance by levels of government (national accounts), EUR bn
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While public expenditures continued to surge in 2021 (+7.4% after +9.6% in 2020;
climbing to 51.5% from 50.8% of GDP), a market recovery in government revenues
to above their pre-pandemic 2019 levels prevented an even wider budget gap
(+8.9% after -2.9% in 2020; rising to a record high level of 42.2% from 41.0% of GDP)
(see Figure 36). The pronounced upswing in revenues was boosted by surging tax
revenues (+12.9% after -6.5% in 2020), which clearly outpaced their pre-crisis
levels. In absolute terms, tax revenues surpassed the pre-pandemic (2019) level by
a very strong 5 ½%. Moreover, in relative terms, tax revenues also climbed to a new
record high of 24.4% GDP (2019: 23.8% of GDP).
Figure 38: Tax and contributions ratio reaches a new record high
% of GDP (general government - national accounts)
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… with the federal level bearing the brunt of the fiscal fallout
In 2021 the huge deficit was solely caused by the federal government whose
financial gap widened sharply to EUR 143.4 bn or 4.0% of GDP (2020: EUR 86.4 bn
or 2.6% of GDP) (see Figures 35 and 37). This marked deterioration of Germany’s
federal finances stems from the fact that the lion’s share of the public pandemicrelated anti-crisis measures – including massive non-repayable subsidies to
affected companies or the financially distressed social security funds – took place
either directly or indirectly at the federal level.19 In contrast to the federal
government, the financial situation of the federal states, the municipalities and the
social security funds improved noticeably in 2021 (i.e. all government levels had
budget surpluses). Still, as regards the (consolidated) social security system, the
noticeable fiscal improvement from a large deficit of EUR 35 bn (1.0% of GDP) in
2020 to a moderate surplus of EUR 4.4 bn (0.1% of GDP) in 2021 was basically
masked by a further jump in federal subsidies.20 Also, the German municipalities
were (on aggregate) only able to post a modest financial surplus of EUR 1.4 bn
(2020: EUR 6.3 bn) because of continued massive financial support by the federal
government and the states.

The federal government has mobilised considerable additional leeway by
extensively reinterpreting the federal debt brake
In light of (a) big structural gaps in the existing financial plan (of the previous
government) and (b) open funding questions (amid a delicate trade-off between the
government’s plan to readhere to the debt brake by 2023, on the one hand, and its
confirmation to refrain from higher taxation/social spending cuts and to boost
public investment spending, on the other hand) particular attention should be paid
to the revised 2022 budget draft, the 2023 benchmarking figures as well as the
updated medium-term financial plan (up to 2026) – originally scheduled for March
9, though likely to be postponed to a later date due to current events.
Based on the government’s first fiscal actions (such as the second supplementary
budget for 2021), it seems that a considerable amount of the needed fiscal resource
for the coming budget years is likely to be generated by a broad reinterpretation of
the federal debt brake rules. In line with its announcements in the coalition treaty,
the new government has already shifted unutilised (pandemic-related) emergency
credit authorisations worth EUR 60 bn (stemming from the 2021 budget) into the
off-budgetary “Energy and Climate Fund” (EKF).21 Moreover, the government has
retroactively changed the accounting procedures of the debt rule in such a way that
the future use of past “excessive” pandemic-related credit authorisations (i.e. in
2023 and later budget years) will no longer be counted as net federal borrowing in
the legalistic context of the debt brake.
In the context of the debt brake, the modification in the accounting procedure has
also required the retroactive recalculation of past budgetary outcomes for

19 Since the start of the pandemic, the German government has granted support to companies, selfemployed and employees of nearly EUR 170 bn or almost up to 5% of GDP, according to the Federal
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Climate Action (see the Ministry’s statement as of 14th January 2022).
While EUR 60 bn of this support consisted of non-repayable financial aid to companies/self-employed,
EUR 55 bn of government support was related to the extension of public loans. Moreover, more than
EUR 42 bn of government aid came through the Federal Employment Agency by paying short-time (incl.
the reimbursement of social security contributions) compensation to affected employees.
20 The government’s subsidies to the social security system increased by EUR 38 bn (1.1% of GDP) in 2021.
This was largely driven by markedly higher federal payments to health insurance as well as the Federal
Employment Agency, according to Deutsche Bundesbank (see also Monthly Report from February
2022).
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structural net credit borrowing for the period 2016-20. Under the previous
accounting regime, the injection of (credit-financed) federal transfers into federal
off-budget vehicles (such as the EKF) did per se not raise net federal borrowing
under a debt brake perspective. Instead, only the spending of these federal transfers
at the level of the off-budget vehicle (usually at a later point in time) were accounted
for higher federal borrowing. Based on the new rules, it is now already the transfer
out of the federal core budget – be it cash or credit authorisations – and not the offbudget spending that will affect net credit borrowing (see Monthly Report from
January 2022 by the Federal Ministry of Finance).22
By the above move, the federal government has apparently mobilised additional
fiscal leeway (in the context of the debt brake) of EUR 112 bn (or nearly 3% of GDP
forecast for 2022), which comes on top of a general credit reserve of EUR 48 bn
(1.3% of GDP) (see the calculations by the Deutsche Bundesbank in the Monthly
Report from February 2022).23 Although the above fiscal steps might significantly
help bridge the existing structural budget gaps over the next couple of years
(without having to implement unpopular revenue hikes and/or spending restraint in
other areas), they involve not-insignificant constitutional risks. The CDU/CSU
opposition has already said it intends to file a lawsuit with the Federal Court of
Justice.24
As these buffers might still not suffice to fund the ambitious spending plans over the
next decade, the government intends to lengthen the redemption plan for the
“excessive” net credit borrowing during the extraordinary pandemic years to thirty
years (from twenty). Moreover, the redemption period should only start in 2028 (and
not already in 2023 and 2026 as planned by the previous government). Altogether,
this move could lower the medium-term redemption payments25 noticeably,
possibly to around EUR 12 bn (from around EUR 20½ bn under the previous
redemption scheme). Overall, the planned extension of the “excessive” debt
redemptions is set to significantly push out fiscal consolidation pressures to a time
when the adverse economic and fiscal effects from population ageing should be
increasingly felt and when the federal government will also have to repay
Germany’s obligations taken up under the Next Generation EU debts (estimated
annual redemption payments of EUR 3 bn).

New spending pressures arise in other areas due to the energy price
shock …
Although the fiscal situation will still be dominated by the pandemic in 2022, the
general government’s headline deficit is (ceteris paribus) set to narrow further due
to economic recovery and the gradual phase-out of the government’s extraordinary
pandemic-related financial aid measures.26 However, noticeable spending
pressures are set to rise from the government’s ambitious public spending plans in
the area of climate protection/ecological transformation, digitalisation and social
welfare. Moreover, at the same time, new fiscal pressures are building up because

21 The government aims to transform the EKF into a “Climate and Transformation Fund” (KTF), which
should be used to fund the transformation of the economy (i.e. digitalisation, decarbonisation) (see also
the Monthly Report from February 2022 by the Federal Ministry of Finance).
22 See Monthly Report from January 2022 by the Federal Ministry of Finance.
23 This fiscal leeway not only stems from the transfer of past unused credit authorisations to off-budget
vehicles (roughly EUR 69 bn) but also comprises fiscal reserves held with these entities, and which were
accumulated over past budget years (around EUR 43 bn).
24 Doubts over the constitutionality largely relate to the government’s intention to use past “excessive”
credit authorisations – which were only admitted to fund pandemic-related anti-crisis measures – to
finance future budget spending in other spending areas such as climate protection.
25 The redemption payments apply to the excessive credit borrowings of EUR 69.6 bn (2020) and EUR
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of the federal government’s plan to a) mitigate the rising social economic costs from
the energy-price driven surge in consumer price, b) boost military spending to
above 2% of GDP and c) give humanitarian aid to Ukraine as well as to help and
support Ukrainian refugees.
Specifically, the federal government has recently paved the way for a 10-point relief
programme worth more than EUR 13 bn (or 0.35% of GDP forecast for 2022) to
financially aid affected households (and companies). As part of this financial
support package, the federal government aims to ease electricity price pressures by
bringing forward the full abolishment of the EEG levy (by six months) to the 1st of
July 2022 (estimated relief: EUR 6.6 bn). Moreover, the government plans to come
up with a longer list of further tax relief measures (including a hike in the basic tax
deduction amount in the income tax tariff system and a rise in the tax-deductible
commuting expenses for employed people) as well as rising subsidies to certain
(low-income) household groups (e.g. introduction of a new subsidy for covering the
rise in heating costs). In addition, the government is likely to directly feel the pain
from higher inflation due to higher (construction) prices, which will raise the public
costs for (construction) investments.27 Furthermore, the normalisation of
monetary policies, which has ultimately pulled German Bund yields out of negative
territory, could drive the general government’s interest payments higher again over
the coming years (2021: EUR 21 bn; 0.6% of GDP).
Still, in other areas, fiscal accounts appear set to benefit from the rise in inflation:
As the value added tax (VAT) is linked to nominal values, a 1%-point increase in the
inflation rate would flush roughly EUR 2½ bn of additional VAT revenues into the
public purse.28 Moreover, if wage dynamics follow (higher) inflation, the
government would also reap additional revenues under its progressive income tax
system (cold progression).29 Still, as in the past years, the government may
retroactively compensate income taxpayers at a later point in time, which would
then again weigh on public finances. Every two years, the federal government
publishes a report on the effects of cold progression (based on the price deflator for
private consumption. 30

… and the war in Ukraine
Fresh uncertainties regarding Germany’s economic and hence fiscal outlooks
currently come from the war in Ukraine, which has the potential significantly affect
Germany’s public finances – either via a loss in GDP and tax revenues (e.g. due to
high economic vulnerabilities in the energy sector) and/or via additional spending
(e.g. due to the need to a) massively step up defence spending, b) give financial
support to German companies affected by sanctions, c) give humanitarian aid to
Ukraine and d) help and support Ukrainian refugees).

26

27

28
29

192.5 bn (2021), respectively, as well as the planned excessive borrowing in 2022 of possibly up to EUR
100 bn.
Still, the federal government has once more prolonged a couple of important financial aid measures
such as the relaxed rules for receiving short-time allowances or the non-repayable subsidies to
companies and self-employed (both until the end of June 2022).
As public investments accounted for roughly EUR 90 bn or 2 ½% of GDP at the general government level
in 2021, a 1%-point rise in the inflation rate would inflate public investment expenses by almost EUR
1 bn.
In 2021, VAT revenues amounted to EUR 250.8 bn (roughly 7% of GDP).
Tax revenues from cold progression stem from the rise in the average income tax rate, which emerges
from the rise in wages/salaries that is only compensating for higher inflation. However, as in the past,
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Amid the war in Ukraine – and the associated threats to the Western world – we have
seen Germany execute a paradigm shift in its defence policy, which will drive
military spending noticeably (and permanently) higher (see also our Germany Blog:
Paradigm shift in defense policy is set to drive fiscal deficits noticeably higher from
February 28, 2022). To considerably step up both the quality and quantity of
Germany's defence army ("Bundeswehr"), the federal government has pledged to
raise annual defence spending above NATO's target goal of 2% of national
(nominal) GDP.31 To fund these extra expenses, the federal government plans to set
up a debt-financed military modernisation fund in the amount of EUR 100 bn
("Sondervermögen Bundeswehr"). To finance (significant parts of) the federal
government's extra military spending in 2022 and in the coming budget years, the
fund could receive credit authorisations worth EUR 100 bn, which it can then use
at a later point to finance the extra defence spending once it actually picks up.32
How much of this extra money could be spent in the current budget year is difficult
to judge. However, closing the gap to reach the 2% spending goal already in 2022
would immediately require more than EUR 25 bn (0.7% of GDP) of extra spending.
This would mean a drastic increase of more than 50% compared to actual defence
spending in 2021. However, because of prevailing procurement issues, it might be
unrealistic to assume the government will be able to raise defence spending by EUR
25 bn or more in the short term (i.e. already in the budget year 2022). In our view,
the abovementioned target amount of extra spending is likely to be reached only
over the medium term.

Fiscal outlook for 2022/23 remains clouded by high uncertainties
Overall, our previous fiscal projections (fiscal balance of -2.2% of GDP in 2022 and
-0.3% of GDP in 2023) – which were still based on the previous government’s fiscal
plans and before the start of the Russia/Ukraine conflict – have obviously become
obsolete. This is because a) the new government’s investment and social spending
plans alone point to a highly expansionary fiscal policy stance (which might be
financed by heavily drawing down on past credit reserve buffers) and b) additional
spending pressures are building up from surging energy prices and the short-/longterm effects of the Russian invasion of Ukraine (such as higher defence spending
and extra expenses for accommodating Ukrainian refugees). Although we still need
to analyse the broader economic and financial effects of this conflict on the German
macroeconomy and fiscal accounts, it seems plausible that Germany's Maastricht
deficit could widen again in 2022 – possibly accounting for well over 4% of GDP
(2021: 3.7% of GDP). However, at the current juncture – and given that we are still
lacking the revised draft budget for 2022 – the above number should be interpreted
with caution and should be interpreted as our current best rough estimate.

the government may retroactively compensate income taxpayers at a later point in time, which would
weigh on public finances in the future.
30 In the Fourth Tax Progression Report for the years 2020 and 2021, the government estimated the cold
progression effects at EUR 2.1 bn and EUR 7.7 bn, respectively (see also the Monthly Report from
December 2020 by the Federal Ministry of Finance). Because of the strong rise in inflation since early
2021, the forthcoming tax tariff adjustments that are required to compensate for the effects of cold
progression are likely to be much higher in the coming years.
31 Federal government spending on defence accounted for "only" EUR 46.6 bn (1.3% of GDP) in 2021,
according to the preliminary 2021 budget outturn for the federal government (based on fiscal accounts
data). Thus, increasing military spending towards the "above 2%" mark will require additional (federal)
defence spending of more than EUR 25 bn (or 0.7% of GDP) per budget year.
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Figure 39: The 2021 budget gap was the third-largest on record since
Germany’s reunification
Financial balance, % GDP (general government - national accounts)
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32 Technically speaking, this fund will be set up outside the federal government's regular core budget.
How this is going to specifically work in the context of the federal debt remains still to be seen.
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Corporate lending: Recent rebound driven by working
capital needs – more to come as energy prices soar?
n

The war in Ukraine could reinforce the recovery in lending as companies
and self-employed persons stock up on liquidity as a precautionary
measure and in the face of a further surge in energy prices.

n

Corporate lending had already jumped in the final quarter of the year
alongside inflation which brought forward expectations of rising interest
rates. Also, demand for working capital rose as energy costs surged and
firms restocked depleted inventories resulting from supply bottlenecks.

n

Geopolitical escalation may particularly drive up short-term loans, thus
extending the Q4 run when loans with maturities below five years returned
to growth territory, whereas there was no impact on longer tenors.
Similarly, loans to the manufacturing sector may rise the most, after they
had already recovered in Q4, while the robust expansion in the services
sector continued.

n

In 2021 as a whole, cooperative banks, large banks and savings banks
gained market share at the expense of public development banks and
foreign banks.

The war in Ukraine is likely to reemphasise corporate lending developments of the
past few months in Germany, at least in the short term. Already in the final quarter
of 2021, lending to non-financial companies and self-employed persons in
Germany had rebounded strongly. The quarter-over-quarter increase of 2.1% (EUR
30.9 bn) was the second-highest in the past 20 years, only slightly below Q1 2020
which was propped up by fears due to the onset of the coronavirus pandemic. The
surge propelled the year-over-year growth rate back to 4.6% after it had slowed
significantly until last summer. The somewhat unexpected recovery coincided with
accelerating inflation in Germany and the euro area as a whole (alongside even
higher figures in the US), which brought forward expectations of monetary policy
tightening including higher interest rates.33 This might have led some firms to
similarly bring forward funding plans and lock in favourable loan conditions as long
as they are still available. Indeed, during the quarter, German Bund yields reached
their highest level since the beginning of the pandemic, although actual lending
rates hardly moved. In addition, in light of a large order backlog, demand for
working capital rose due to companies rebuilding inventories stemming from
supply shortages. Likewise, surging energy (and commodity) prices – beyond
fuelling inflation – triggered a direct strengthening of corporate liquidity buffers
before the winter.

Figure 40: Loans to domestic
companies and self-employed
persons*
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Now, while the monetary policy outlook is less certain given the geopolitical
escalation (weaker growth prospects should reduce inflationary pressure, but
higher energy prices work strongly in the opposite direction), the enormous
uncertainty resulting from war, unprecedented sanctions against a trading partner
and a large energy supplier for Europe, and potential retaliation is likely to drive up
demand for liquidity further, especially in the short term – to prepare for the
unexpected, and to account for the unrelenting rise in oil and gas prices (and

33 Six months ago, a single 25 bp rate hike was expected in the US by the end of 2023 (in H2 that year),
and no change at all in policy rates in the euro area. Now, in total, we expect hikes of 2.5 pp and 1.25
pp, respectively, by end-2023, considerable changes in forecasts.
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possibly a broader increase also in the cost of other input factors). Moreover, while
the immediate risk-off response has reversed the previous rise in longer-term
yields, the expectation of higher fiscal deficits and concerns about stronger secondround effects given surging inflation rates increase the risks of general repricing in
the bond market.
Already in Q4, the vigorous inflation dynamics (and looming rate increases) may
have taken many companies by surprise. Similarly, restocking of supplies became
a short-term necessity. Hence, most of the acceleration in lending took place in
short tenors of less than one year (now up again 5.8% yoy), and to a lesser extent
in tenors of 1-5 years (+5.4%), while there was no visible effect in longer maturities
(4.4%).

Figure 41: ... by maturity*
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Similarly, the current situation may have a larger effect on the manufacturing sector
than on services and the self-employed, due to greater exposure to business cycle
movements and greater dependence on exports as well as energy and other
commodities. As a result, the recovery in loans to manufacturers will probably
continue (alongside growth in loans to utilities/mining firms), with a significantly
smaller impact on services.
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Back in Q4, the increase had been broad-based. Even in manufacturing where this
is typically a weak quarter in terms of lending, outstanding volumes climbed
robustly and were almost flat again yoy (-0.4%) following a substantial contraction.
In the services sector, at 6% yoy, the expansion was the fastest since the start of the
crisis. And lending to self-employed essentially maintained its plateau of the
highest growth in two decades (+4.3%). For many of the individual manufacturing
industries, 2021 was a rollercoaster, and divergence remains exceptionally wide.
On the one hand, loans to the mechanical engineering/automotive industry and to
chemicals continued to shrink sharply (both -8% yoy), whereas loans to electrical
engineering and the food industry were up nicely (+13% and 8%, respectively).
Within services, loans to holding companies and housing enterprises boomed
(+18% and 8%, respectively), the latter to some extent driven by a looming deadline
for public subsidies for new energy-efficient buildings. On the other hand, growth
was much more moderate in most other services industries. Similarly, among other
sectors of the economy, construction stood out (+15%), compared to only a mild
expansion in utilities/mining, retail & wholesale trade and agriculture, and a
substantial shrinkage in transport (-7%, with some large firms partly repaying
government-supported emergency loans).
All major banking groups saw loan volumes edge up significantly during the past
quarter. For cooperative banks and savings banks (as well as public development
banks), this was in line with the previous trend. For large banks, foreign-owned
banks and Landesbanks (with some overlap between the former two), the jump was
quite uncommon, especially for a Q4. Given the strong finish, all banking groups
ended the year with larger loan books than at the start. Cooperative banks
maintained their lead (+7.4% yoy), followed by large banks (6.4%), savings banks
(5.1%) and Landesbanks (4.6%). Development banks (2.1%), which had a very
successful year 2020, and foreign banks (1.1%) lost market share to the
competition. Part of the latter’s observed procyclical lending pattern (similar to the
experience during the financial crisis) is due to a specific industry mix, and therefore
more a matter of demand rather than supply: foreign banks have a particularly
prominent role in the (currently struggling) manufacturing sector, and a relatively
small share of business with housing enterprises and construction firms, which are
enjoying good momentum. But for one thing, they also have strongholds in other,
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Figure 42: ... by industry
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Figure 43: ... by banking group*
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quickly expanding industries such as holding companies, and more importantly,
their strengths and weaknesses closely resemble those of the large banks – whose
loan volumes are rising vibrantly, however. Thus, foreign banks’ recent lending
underperformance may partly be the result of (limited) credit supply, too. The
current turmoil will hardly change that.
Jan Schildbach (+49 69 910-31717, jan.schildbach@db.com)

Deutsche Bank AG
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Russian invasion triggers strong policy responses – details
are work in progress
n

At the time of writing, political and economic uncertainties are high. While
it is impossible to make any prediction about the duration and severity of the
conflict in Ukraine, we focus our analysis on the recent and potential future
policy response of the new government.

n

The Russian invasion of Ukraine marked a turning point in German foreign
and security policy. Germany abandoned the principle of never sending
weapons to military conflict zones and is ramping up defence spending by
setting up a EUR 100 bn off-budget fund and committing to the annual 2%
spending target. Moreover, changes to energy policy (creation of strategic
coal and gas reserves, construction of LNG terminals) have already been
announced and further policy responses are likely to follow.

n

The mid-March budget debate is set to reveal the new government’s 2022
spending priorities and the general medium-term path, with FM Lindner
recently striking a hawkish tone. With the new government’s vision being
greening an industrial economy AND sticking to solid public finances, the
re-priorisation of spending (subsidies, defence) is set to be a key feature of
the new budget. With respect to the EU fiscal rules debate, we do not expect
the Ukraine conflict to fundamentally advance EU fiscal integration for
now. This is not withstanding the fact that the general escape clause might
remain suspended for longer.

Exceptional level of uncertainty. At the time of writing, political and economic
uncertainties are high. The impact of the Russian invasion on energy supply, energy
prices, economic sentiment and migration flows is contingent on the duration and
severity of the conflict. We focus our analysis on the recent and potential future
policy response of the new government. While the Russian invasion of Ukraine
already marks a turning point in German foreign and security policy, it is likely to
significantly impact energy and fiscal policy over the next couple of weeks/months
as well. We might see a further re-priorisation of the new government’s original
reform agenda sketched out in the end-November coalition treaty.
A watershed moment for foreign and security policy. In a special sitting of the
Bundestag last weekend, Chancellor Scholz announced a major shift in Germany’s
long-standing foreign and security policy. This was preceded by negative headlines
and criticism from Western allies regarding Germany’s (apparent lack of) response
to the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Abandoning the principle of never sending
weapons to military conflict zones – directly and indirectly – the German coalition
(with consent of the major opposition party CDU/CSU) decided to support related
decisions by EU and NATO. In addition, Scholz announced the establishment of an
off-budgetary fund worth EUR 100bn to modernise the armed forces and to commit
to the 2% of GDP NATO defence spending target. This policy shift is a historical
political moment as particularly the SPD and Greens revised long-held convictions
about how to ensure peace and security in Europe and beyond. The government’s
move also gives more substance to Scholz’ remarks at the recent Munich security
conference where he echoed Macron’s calls for EU strategic sovereignty and
bundling of resources at the EU level (“otherwise the EU will be one power amongst
many powers”). Germany’s shifting policy stance could provide an additional push
to EU cooperation in defence (PESCO) though improving the coordination of EU
procurement policy in the context of defence remains challenging. In any case,
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Figure 44: Key policy milestones for
2022 according to the coalition
treaty
Policy field

Milestone

Green policies

Set of immediate measures: incl. e.g.
assessment of an earlier than planned coal
phase-out, decisions to speed up the expansion
of renewable energies, establishing an "alliance
for transformation" with key stakeholders,
introducing stricter standards with respect to
energy efficiency for new buildings...

Modernisation
of the state

Accelerated planning and approval processes
(e.g. more resources in offices/courts,
digitalisation of processes, pact with regions)
Reforming the electoral law in order to prevent
an oversized Bundestag

Tax policy

Temporary tax relief for companies, e.g. by
granting a “super” allowance for depreciation of
digital/green investments in 2022/23

Pension system Complementing the pay-as-you-go system
with a fully funded second pillar (EUR 10bn
announced for 2022)
Labour market

Raising the minimum wage to 12 Euro
Test provisions for more flexible working hours

Foreign policy

Present an encompassing national security
strategy

Source : Deutsche Bank Research, based on the coalition treaty
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Germany’s shift towards a more proactive foreign and security policy should allow
for more balanced roles in the German-French leadership tandem.
What will drive sentiment: A mix of national security concerns, further rising
energy prices and relaxation of coronavirus restrictions. While national security
concerns are dampening sentiment, the prospect of a wide-ranging relaxation of
COVID-related restrictions (in three stages until March 20) might partly offset that.
However, with energy prices expected to remain elevated and potentially rise even
further (strongly affecting disposable incomes), the government will also be judged
upon how they address this issue (see Fig. 45). The coalition is keen to avoid any
Germany “gilet jaune” movements (as seen in France in 2018). On February 24, a
set of measures to provide relief from higher energy prices was announced. As part
of it, the renewable energies surcharge will be scrapped already in mid-2022 (rather
than early 2023 as planned). Moreover, the debate about introducing monthly per
capita payouts called “Energiegeld” (dividend generated from the carbon tax on the
sale of fossil fuels) is likely to gather steam over the next couple of weeks. The tradeoff between fostering energy transition while mitigating its distributional effects is
likely to be a recurring feature in intra-coalition debates, especially as energy prices
look set to rise further in the context of the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

Figure 45: Rising energy prices: A
key concern
"Rising energy prices personally affect me", in %
of total responses
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Source : ZDF Politbarometer

The mid-March budget discussion to reveal 2022 spending priorities. The
upcoming budget discussion appears set to provide a first indication of the new
government’s spending priorities and the general medium-term fiscal path.
Already before the Ukraine crisis hit, FM Lindner said in the Bundestag: “the
budgetary leeway in 2022 is so limited that not everything that is desirable … can
be realised directly” (for more details please see page 32 on fiscal policy). Ramping
up defence spending in an off-budgetary fund will be a new feature in the budget
debate given the shift in German foreign and security policy. Still, Lindner cautioned
that more funding would be a necessary but not sufficient condition for stepping up
defence capacities. A thorough review of structural issues, e.g. public
procurement, leading to a substantial simplification of processes, will likely also be
needed.
The recent promotion of Lars Feld, a supply-side economist, to Lindner’s economic
advisor has fuelled concerns of possible greater German fiscal hawkishness,
especially with respect to the upcoming debate about the reform of the EU’s
Stability and Growth Pact. But Feld will not assume an official position in the
administration and the text of the coalition treaty indicates somewhat less fiscal
orthodoxy by stating “fiscal rules can be enhanced to secure growth, safeguard
debt sustainability and foster green investment”. The appointment of Wolf Heinrich
Reuter, a protégé of Feld, as head of the policy department of the Finance Ministry
might be a sign of more fiscal hawkishness in non-crisis times. More generally
speaking, while the geopolitical situation is likely to boost EU coordination and
cooperation in defence and perhaps migration policy, it is unlikely to fundamentally
advance EU fiscal integration for now. This is not withstanding the fact,that the
general escape clause might remain suspended for longer.
Economy Minister Habeck: Securing energy supply currently a bigger priority
than forging a new economic model. Securing energy supply is currently the key
priority of the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action. Habeck recently
announced the creation of strategic coal and gas reserves (which Germany had
been lacking so far), the construction of two LNG terminals and an acceleration of
the generation of green electricity, bringing forward the target from 2050 to 2035.
But beyond energy security, forging a new economic model might soon reappear
Deutsche Bank AG
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on the ministry’s top priorities. When presenting the Annual Economic Report back
in January, Habeck joined the “beyond-GDP debate” on how to measure economic
prosperity by adding a set of new benchmarks to the usual GDP-related ones
including CO2 emissions, school drop-out rates and excessive housing costs.
Moreover, he confirmed in an interview (Spiegel, January 25th) that he is a fan of
Marianna Mazzucato’s “mission-oriented” industrial policy, where the economy
pursues a mission that the state identifies (mentioning the example of US space
travel). With the new government’s vision being greening an industrial economy
AND sticking to solid public finances, the re-priorisation of government subsides
(see recent withdrawal of subsidies for new standard green housing) looks set to be
a key feature of the next budget debate. Habeck will have to deliver on his recently
announced “immediate climate change policy measures”, which include i.a. a
revision of the renewable energy law, setting up a legal framework for carbon
contracts for difference and making solar energy panels compulsory on newly built
commercial real estate.
First-100-days track record: response to the geopolitical shock will be at the core
of the assessment, in our view. March 17 marks the first 100 days of the new
government in office (Scholz was sworn in on Dec. 8). Usually, 100-day
assessments tend to focus on how the government advanced its domestic reform
agenda. The new German government, however, is likely to be predominantly
judged upon how they shifted policy priorities in light of a drastically changed
geopolitical environment. Upcoming opinion polls are likely to show that after a
certain sobering effect of actual day-to-day policy making, the government’s
response to the Russian invasion is boosting Scholz’ and the government's
popularity again (see Figures 46 & 47).

Domestic political landscape: Will the crisis lead to a further
strengthening of parties at the centre of the political spectrum?
CDU is finding its role as a constructive opposition party. Friedrich Merz has
consolidated his power as key opposition leader, now being new party chair and
head of the CDU/CSU parliamentary group (mirroring Merkel’s move back in 2002).
Merz’ leadership may well last longer than those of his unfortunate predecessors
(AKK for two years, Laschet for one year). With Merz at the helm, the CDU is likely
to develop a more conservative and more liberal economic profile. While this could
have led to a more confrontational political debate in the German Bundestag, all
major parties display a strong sense of unity in the current crisis, with core values
put at the centre of policy making. Merz fully endorsed Scholz’ statement in the
debate in the Bundestag on the weekend. He stressed that given new geopolitical
and economic realities the CDU as main opposition party will not question details
of implementation but play a constructive role. Such broad-based cross-party
consensus is likely to help a largely pacifist German society adapt to new
geopolitical realities. It remains to be seen whether this leads to a further
strengthening of parties at the centre of the political spectrum with the fringes (the
far-right AfD and the far-left Die Linke) further losing support.
Regional elections: SPD is on a roll – but the CDU is catching up. State elections
are minor events in the current geopolitical environment, but they do matter for
majorities in the Bundesrat and domestic political dynamics. The conservatives’
remaining regional power will be tested in the upcoming state elections in March
(Saarland) and May (Schleswig-Holstein and North-Rhine Westphalia) (see Figure
48) – three out of six states with a CDU-led government (of a total of 16 German
federal states). With the SPD currently polling ahead of the CDU in Saarland and
NRW, the CDU seems at risk of losing its (remaining) regional power despite the
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Figure 46: Will his crisis
management boost Scholz's
popularity again?
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Figure 47: Will the crisis further
strengthen the parties in the middle
of the political spectrum?
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incumbent bonus. Losses in Saarland and Schleswig-Holstein would be painful for
the CDU, but bearable. The election that really counts is the one in NRW given the
size of the federal state. The NRW CDU Transport Minister Hendrik Wüst succeeded
Armin Laschet after his resignation as NRW Prime Minister back in autumn. While
Wüst was largely unknown, he is likely to benefit from his position as chair of the
“Ministerial Conference of the Federal States”, which gives him a lot of visibility.
What are potential implications of more SPD-led states for the federal level?
Majorities in the Bundesrat could tilt more towards the governing majority in the
Bundestag. This could make it easier to pass laws for the government. Moreover,
regional election campaigns might exacerbate intra-coalition tensions if regional
parties pursue their own agenda and criticise (unpopular) policy decisions of the
federal government.

Figure 48: Upcoming regional
elections
Date

Regional elections in...

March 27

Saarland

May 8

Schleswig-Holstein

May 15

North Rhine-Westphalia

October 9

Lower Saxony

Current
government
coalition*

* political parties
CDU

SPD

Greens

FDP

Source : Wahlrecht.de

To sum up: The traffic-light coalition will likely undergo a number of significant tests
over the next couple of weeks/months: first, coping with the economic,
humanitarian and geostrategic fallout from the Russia/Ukraine conflict; second,
accelerating the green transition without losing public support against the
backdrop of surging energy prices; and third, improving federal coordination amid
regional elections. Despite occasional intra-coalition tensions, the changed
geopolitical backdrop and lack of any other viable alternative for a governing
majority is likely to glue the three partners to each other.
Barbara Böttcher (+49 69 910-31787, barbara.boettcher@db.com)
Marion Mühlberger (+49 69 910-31815, marion.muehlberger@db.com)
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Germany: Data Calendar

Reporting period

DB forecast

Last value

7 Mar 2022

8:00 New orders manufacturing (% mom, sa)

January

1.0

2.8

7 Mar 2022

8:00 Retail sales (% mom, sa)*

January

1.5

-4.6

8 Mar 2022

8:00 Industrial production (% mom, sa)

January

1.0

1.1

24 Mar 2022

9:30 Manufacturing PMI (Flash)

March

52.0

58.4

24 Mar 2022

9:30 Services PMI (Flash)

March

53.0

55.8

25 Mar 2022

10:00 ifo business climate (Index, sa)

March

92.0
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30 Mar 2022

14:00 Consumer prices preliminary (% yoy, nsa)
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4.8

5.5

31 Mar 2022

8:00 Retail sales (% mom, sa)*
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1.5
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9:55 Unemployment rate (%, sa)
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5.0
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8:00 Trade balance (EUR bn, sa)
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-1.0
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Data

Source: Deutsche Bank Research, Federal Statistical Office, Federal Employment Agency, ifo, IHS Markit
Sebastian Becker, Marc Schattenberg, Jochen Möbert
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Financial Forecasts

US
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EMU

GB

Current
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Exchange rates
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Sources: Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank Research
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Germany – Data monitor

Business surveys and output
Aggregate
Ifo business climate
Ifo business expectations
Industry
Ifo manufacturing
Headline IP (% pop)
Orders (% pop)
Capacity Utilisation
Construction
Output (% pop)
Orders (% pop)
Ifo construction
Consumer demand
EC consumer survey
Retail sales (% pop)
New car reg. (% yoy)
Foreign sector
Foreign orders (% pop)
Exports (% pop)
Imports (% pop)
Net trade (sa EUR bn)
Labour market
Unemployment rate (%)
Change in unemployment (k)
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Ifo employment barometer
Prices, wages and costs
Prices
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Harmonised PPI (% yoy)
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Crude oil, Brent (USD/bbl)
Inflation expectations
EC household survey
EC industrial survey
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5.9
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14.9

38.3
37.1
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42.1
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2.5
0.9
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7.1
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4.2
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3.8
9.9

4.4
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5.3
2.6

6.3
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4.4
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5.5
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5.6
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5.7
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0.0
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% pop = % change this period over previous period.
Source: Deutsche Bundesbank, European Commission, Eurostat, Federal Employment Agency, German Federal Statistical Office, HWWI,
ifo, IHS Markit
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shorter-term trade ideas that may be inconsistent with Deutsche Bank's existing longer-term ratings. Some trade ideas for
equities are listed as Catalyst Calls on the Research Website (https://research.db.com/Research/) , and can be found on the
general coverage list and also on the covered company’s page. A Catalyst Call represents a high-conviction belief by an analyst
that a stock will outperform or underperform the market and/or a specified sector over a time frame of no less than two weeks
and no more than three months. In addition to Catalyst Calls, analysts may occasionally discuss with our clients, and with
Deutsche Bank salespersons and traders, trading strategies or ideas that reference catalysts or events that may have a nearterm or medium-term impact on the market price of the securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally
counter to the analysts' current 12-month view of total return or investment return as described herein. Deutsche Bank has
no obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a recipient thereof if an opinion, forecast or estimate
changes or becomes inaccurate. Coverage and the frequency of changes in market conditions and in both general and
company-specific economic prospects make it difficult to update research at defined intervals. Updates are at the sole
discretion of the coverage analyst or of the Research Department Management, and the majority of reports are published at
irregular intervals. This report is provided for informational purposes only and does not take into account the particular
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or
sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Target prices are inherently imprecise and a
product of the analyst’s judgment. The financial instruments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and
investors must make their own informed investment decisions. Prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to
change without notice, and investment transactions can lead to losses as a result of price fluctuations and other factors. If a
financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than an investor's currency, a change in exchange rates may adversely
affect the investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Performance calculations exclude
transaction costs, unless otherwise indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, prices are current as of the end of the previous
trading session and are sourced from local exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors. Data is also sourced from
Deutsche Bank, subject companies, and other parties.
The Deutsche Bank Research Department is independent of other business divisions of the Bank. Details regarding our
organizational arrangements and information barriers we have to prevent and avoid conflicts of interest with respect to our
research are available on our website (https://research.db.com/Research/) under Disclaimer.
Macroeconomic fluctuations often account for most of the risks associated with exposures to instruments that promise to pay
fixed or variable interest rates. For an investor who is long fixed-rate instruments (thus receiving these cash flows), increases
in interest rates naturally lift the discount factors applied to the expected cash flows and thus cause a loss. The longer the
maturity of a certain cash flow and the higher the move in the discount factor, the higher will be the loss. Upside surprises in
inflation, fiscal funding needs, and FX depreciation rates are among the most common adverse macroeconomic shocks to
receivers. But counterparty exposure, issuer creditworthiness, client segmentation, regulation (including changes in assets
holding limits for different types of investors), changes in tax policies, currency convertibility (which may constrain currency
conversion, repatriation of profits and/or liquidation of positions), and settlement issues related to local clearing houses are
also important risk factors. The sensitivity of fixed-income instruments to macroeconomic shocks may be mitigated by
indexing the contracted cash flows to inflation, to FX depreciation, or to specified interest rates – these are common in
emerging markets. The index fixings may – by construction – lag or mis-measure the actual move in the underlying variables
they are intended to track. The choice of the proper fixing (or metric) is particularly important in swaps markets, where floating
coupon rates (i.e., coupons indexed to a typically short-dated interest rate reference index) are exchanged for fixed coupons.
Funding in a currency that differs from the currency in which coupons are denominated carries FX risk. Options on swaps
(swaptions) the risks typical to options in addition to the risks related to rates movements.
Derivative transactions involve numerous risks including market, counterparty default and illiquidity risk. The appropriateness
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of these products for use by investors depends on the investors' own circumstances, including their tax position, their
regulatory environment and the nature of their other assets and liabilities; as such, investors should take expert legal and
financial advice before entering into any transaction similar to or inspired by the contents of this publication. The risk of loss
in futures trading and options, foreign or domestic, can be substantial. As a result of the high degree of leverage obtainable
in futures and options trading, losses may be incurred that are greater than the amount of funds initially deposited – up to
theoretically unlimited losses. Trading in options involves risk and is not suitable for all investors. Prior to buying or selling an
option, investors must review the 'Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options”, at http://www.optionsclearing.com/
about/publications/character-risks.jsp. If you are unable to access the website, please contact your Deutsche Bank
representative for a copy of this important document.
Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (i) exchange
rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (ii) the value of currencies may be affected by numerous market
factors, including world and national economic, political and regulatory events, events in equity and debt markets and changes
in interest rates; and (iii) currencies may be subject to devaluation or government-imposed exchange controls, which could
affect the value of the currency. Investors in securities such as ADRs, whose values are affected by the currency of an
underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.
Unless governing law provides otherwise, all transactions should be executed through the Deutsche Bank entity in the
investor's home jurisdiction. Aside from within this report, important conflict disclosures can also be found at https://
research.db.com/Research/ on each company’s research page. Investors are strongly encouraged to review this information
before investing.
Deutsche Bank (which includes Deutsche Bank AG, its branches and affiliated companies) is not acting as a financial adviser,
consultant or fiduciary to you or any of your agents (collectively, “You” or “Your”) with respect to any information provided in
this report. Deutsche Bank does not provide investment, legal, tax or accounting advice, Deutsche Bank is not acting as your
impartial adviser, and does not express any opinion or recommendation whatsoever as to any strategies, products or any other
information presented in the materials. Information contained herein is being provided solely on the basis that the recipient
will make an independent assessment of the merits of any investment decision, and it does not constitute a recommendation
of, or express an opinion on, any product or service or any trading strategy.
The information presented is general in nature and is not directed to retirement accounts or any specific person or account type,
and is therefore provided to You on the express basis that it is not advice, and You may not rely upon it in making Your decision.
The information we provide is being directed only to persons we believe to be financially sophisticated, who are capable of
evaluating investment risks independently, both in general and with regard to particular transactions and investment
strategies, and who understand that Deutsche Bank has financial interests in the offering of its products and services. If this
is not the case, or if You are an IRA or other retail investor receiving this directly from us, we ask that you inform us immediately.
In July 2018, Deutsche Bank revised its rating system for short term ideas whereby the branding has been changed to Catalyst
Calls (“CC”) from SOLAR ideas; the rating categories for Catalyst Calls originated in the Americas region have been made
consistent with the categories used by Analysts globally; and the effective time period for CCs has been reduced from a
maximum of 180 days to 90 days.
United States: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank Securities Incorporated, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC.
Analysts located outside of the United States are employed by non-US affiliates that are not subject to FINRA regulations.
European Economic Area (exc. United Kingdom): Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, a joint stock
corporation with limited liability incorporated in the Federal Republic of Germany with its principal office in Frankfurt am Main.
Deutsche Bank AG is authorized under German Banking Law and is subject to supervision by the European Central Bank and
by BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority.
United Kingdom: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG acting through its London Branch at Winchester House,
1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB. Deutsche Bank AG in the United Kingdom is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and is subject to limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority and Financial Conduct
Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation are available on request.
Hong Kong SAR: Distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, Hong Kong Branch, except for any research content relating to futures
contracts within the meaning of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance Cap. 571. Research reports on such futures
contracts are not intended for access by persons who are located, incorporated, constituted or resident in Hong Kong. The
author(s) of a research report may not be licensed to carry on regulated activities in Hong Kong, and if not licensed, do not hold
themselves out as being able to do so. The provisions set out above in the 'Additional Information' section shall apply to the
fullest extent permissible by local laws and regulations, including without limitation the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed
or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission. This report is intended for distribution only to 'professional
investors' as defined in Part 1 of Schedule of the SFO. This document must not be acted or relied on by persons who are not
professional investors. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to professional
investors and will be engaged only with professional investors.
India: Prepared by Deutsche Equities India Private Limited (DEIPL) having CIN: U65990MH2002PTC137431 and registered
office at 14th Floor, The Capital, C-70, G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex Mumbai (India) 400051. Tel: + 91 22 7180 4444. It is
registered by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) as a Stock broker bearing registration no.: INZ000252437;
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Merchant Banker bearing SEBI Registration no.: INM000010833 and Research Analyst bearing SEBI Registration no.:
INH000001741. DEIPL may have received administrative warnings from the SEBI for breaches of Indian regulations. Deutsche
Bank and/or its affiliate(s) may have debt holdings or positions in the subject company. With regard to information on
associates, please refer to the “Shareholdings” section in the Annual Report at: https://www.db.com/ir/en/annualreports.htm.
Japan: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Securities Inc.(DSI). Registration number - Registered as a financial
instruments dealer by the Head of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kinsho) No. 117. Member of associations: JSDA, Type II
Financial Instruments Firms Association and The Financial Futures Association of Japan. Commissions and risks involved in
stock transactions - for stock transactions, we charge stock commissions and consumption tax by multiplying the transaction
amount by the commission rate agreed with each customer. Stock transactions can lead to losses as a result of share price
fluctuations and other factors. Transactions in foreign stocks can lead to additional losses stemming from foreign exchange
fluctuations. We may also charge commissions and fees for certain categories of investment advice, products and services.
Recommended investment strategies, products and services carry the risk of losses to principal and other losses as a result
of changes in market and/or economic trends, and/or fluctuations in market value. Before deciding on the purchase of financial
products and/or services, customers should carefully read the relevant disclosures, prospectuses and other documentation.
'Moody's', 'Standard Poor's', and 'Fitch' mentioned in this report are not registered credit rating agencies in Japan unless
Japan or 'Nippon' is specifically designated in the name of the entity. Reports on Japanese listed companies not written by
analysts of DSI are written by Deutsche Bank Group's analysts with the coverage companies specified by DSI. Some of the
foreign securities stated on this report are not disclosed according to the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan.
Target prices set by Deutsche Bank's equity analysts are based on a 12-month forecast period..
Korea: Distributed by Deutsche Securities Korea Co.
South Africa: Deutsche Bank AG Johannesburg is incorporated in the Federal Republic of Germany (Branch Register Number
in South Africa: 1998/003298/10).
Singapore: This report is issued by Deutsche Bank AG, Singapore Branch (One Raffles Quay #18-00 South Tower Singapore
048583, 65 6423 8001), which may be contacted in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, this report.
Where this report is issued or promulgated by Deutsche Bank in Singapore to a person who is not an accredited investor, expert
investor or institutional investor (as defined in the applicable Singapore laws and regulations), they accept legal responsibility
to such person for its contents.
Taiwan: Information on securities/investments that trade in Taiwan is for your reference only. Readers should independently
evaluate investment risks and are solely responsible for their investment decisions. Deutsche Bank research may not be
distributed to the Taiwan public media or quoted or used by the Taiwan public media without written consent. Information on
securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a
recommendation to trade in such securities/instruments. Deutsche Securities Asia Limited, Taipei Branch may not execute
transactions for clients in these securities/instruments.
Qatar: Deutsche Bank AG in the Qatar Financial Centre (registered no. 00032) is regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre
Regulatory Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - QFC Branch may undertake only the financial services activities that fall within the
scope of its existing QFCRA license. Its principal place of business in the QFC: Qatar Financial Centre, Tower, West Bay, Level
5, PO Box 14928, Doha, Qatar. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or
services are only available only to Business Customers, as defined by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority.
Russia: The information, interpretation and opinions submitted herein are not in the context of, and do not constitute, any
appraisal or evaluation activity requiring a license in the Russian Federation.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia LLC Company (registered no. 07073-37) is regulated by the
Capital Market Authority. Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia may undertake only the financial services activities that fall within
the scope of its existing CMA license. Its principal place of business in Saudi Arabia: King Fahad Road, Al Olaya District, P.O.
Box 301809, Faisaliah Tower - 17th Floor, 11372 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
United Arab Emirates: Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by
the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities
that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International Financial
Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank
AG. Related financial products or services are available only to Professional Clients, as defined by the Dubai Financial Services
Authority.
Australia and New Zealand: This research is intended only for 'wholesale clients' within the meaning of the Australian
Corporations Act and New Zealand Financial Advisors Act, respectively. Please refer to Australia-specific research disclosures
and related information at https://www.dbresearch.com/PROD/RPS_EN-PROD/PROD0000000000521304.xhtml . Where
research refers to any particular financial product recipients of the research should consider any product disclosure statement,
prospectus or other applicable disclosure document before making any decision about whether to acquire the product. In
preparing this report, the primary analyst or an individual who assisted in the preparation of this report has likely been in contact
with the company that is the subject of this research for confirmation/clarification of data, facts, statements, permission to use
company-sourced material in the report, and/or site-visit attendance. Without prior approval from Research Management,
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analysts may not accept from current or potential Banking clients the costs of travel, accommodations, or other expenses
incurred by analysts attending site visits, conferences, social events, and the like. Similarly, without prior approval from
Research Management and Anti-Bribery and Corruption (“ABC”) team, analysts may not accept perks or other items of value
for their personal use from issuers they cover.
Additional information relative to securities, other financial products or issuers discussed in this report is available upon
request. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published without Deutsche Bank's prior written consent.
Backtested, hypothetical or simulated performance results have inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record
based on trading actual client portfolios, simulated results are achieved by means of the retroactive application of a backtested
model itself designed with the benefit of hindsight. Taking into account historical events the backtesting of performance also
differs from actual account performance because an actual investment strategy may be adjusted any time, for any reason,
including a response to material, economic or market factors. The backtested performance includes hypothetical results that
do not reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings or the deduction of advisory fees, brokerage or other
commissions, and any other expenses that a client would have paid or actually paid. No representation is made that any trading
strategy or account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Alternative modeling techniques or
assumptions might produce significantly different results and prove to be more appropriate. Past hypothetical backtest results
are neither an indicator nor guarantee of future returns. Actual results will vary, perhaps materially, from the analysis.
The method for computing individual E,S,G and composite ESG scores set forth herein is a novel method developed by the
Research department within Deutsche Bank AG, computed using a systematic approach without human intervention.
Different data providers, market sectors and geographies approach ESG analysis and incorporate the findings in a variety of
ways. As such, the ESG scores referred to herein may differ from equivalent ratings developed and implemented by other ESG
data providers in the market and may also differ from equivalent ratings developed and implemented by other divisions within
the Deutsche Bank Group. Such ESG scores also differ from other ratings and rankings that have historically been applied in
research reports published by Deutsche Bank AG. Further, such ESG scores do not represent a formal or official view of
Deutsche Bank AG.
It should be noted that the decision to incorporate ESG factors into any investment strategy may inhibit the ability to participate
in certain investment opportunities that otherwise would be consistent with your investment objective and other principal
investment strategies. The returns on a portfolio consisting primarily of sustainable investments may be lower or higher than
portfolios where ESG factors, exclusions, or other sustainability issues are not considered, and the investment opportunities
available to such portfolios may differ. Companies may not necessarily meet high performance standards on all aspects of ESG
or sustainable investing issues; there is also no guarantee that any company will meet expectations in connection with
corporate responsibility, sustainability, and/or impact performance.
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